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Cable wiring tests students' patience
REGENTS AND
WHITE
COllEGES ARE
BEING WIRED
FOR CABLE
AND INTERNET
INSTALLATION
PROJECTS.

BY LISA WHEAT
NEWS EDITOR AND

MARIAH VERNARD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Workers have disrupted many students by stringing wires through
Regents and White colleges for the
cablt• and Internet installation project.
Michelle Troutt, senior from Mount
Vernon, Ill., gaid she spent a half hour
cleaning up her Regents College
room after the crew left. In their
wake, the workers left chunks of ceiling plaster scattered around her
room.
"If they're going to do this during
this time, they should at least dean

up after themselves," she said. "They
threw my stuffed animals off my
shelf. I had a sign on the shelf and it
was thrown on the floor."
Lindsey Lane, freshman from Hickman, echoed Troutt's complaints. She
said "ceiling dust" Landed on her
computer and across her bed.
"It looked like they were working
right over my computer and they
didn't attempt to move it or anything," she said.
Charter Communications is overseeing the project, and M.J. Halgard
Construction is the subcontractor for
the wiring.
Charter's General Manager Dale

VVorkers have been removing tiles to Install cable and
Internet wiring in Regents
and VVhite colleges. Many
residents have complained
that their belongings have
been mistreated and heavy
amounts of dust could
damage their computers
and electronic goods.

Haney said workers visit each room
about three times throughout the
cable wiring process. He said the
crews worked during Winter Break in
hope of completing the project by
mid-February.
"The project has gone a little longer
than what we anticipated," Haney
said. "But 1 think our approach was
that speed wasn't our primary concern, quality was."
Paula Hulick, director of housing
and residential life, said her office
sent a letter to Regents and White residents informing them the workers
would be coming.
Please see CARE/18

Natural gas
•
prtces soar
to record highs

on

Students, University feel
effects of rising costs

Giants' third-string
quarterback
remembers his roots

BY ERIN

IY JASON 81WNGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State fans may recognize a
familiar face when watching Super
Bowl XXXV on Sunday.
Mike Cherry, MSU quarte~back
during the 1995 and 1996 seasons, is the
third-string quarterback for the New
York Giants, and will be in uniform for
Sunday's game. Cherry is the first former
MSU player to play in a Super Bowl.
Former MSU running back Derrick Cuitors, 1995 OVC Offensive Player of the
Year, was on the practice squad for the
New England Patriots when they played
the Green Bay Packers in Super Bowl
XXXI, but was not in uniform for the
game, according to MSU Sports Information.

rile photO!>

Mike Cherry
led Murray
State to the
OVC Championship
and NCAA
Division

\

1-AA

playoffs in
each of his
two
seasons at
the helm
of the
Racers.

Cherry was drafted in the sixth round of
the 1997 NFL Draft (pick
No. 171 overall) by the
Giants and has been with
the team ever since.
"It feels tremendous
to be in the NFL," Cherry
Check out the
said. "It's been a lifelong
Sports and
dream from when I was a
CollegeWf'e
kid to play in the NFL
sections
and play quarterback.
related
"I didn't have a
infonnation
chance for everything
about Sunday's
to sink in until seeing
Super Bowl.
all of the reports on
ESPN after the game
and through this week. It's truly amazing."
Giants Head Coach Jim Fassel
issued a now famous guarantee that
the Giants would make the playoffs. It
came after the Giants most embarrassing loss of the year, a 31-2lloss
to the Detroit Lions at home, their

rot
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News
The Murray City Council
heard residents' concerns
about the proposed liquor
ordinance.

•see Page 6

Ryan Brooks
discusses the
negative effects
"Temptation Island"
has on society.

•see Page 5
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College Life
Students and
professors
discuss rules of
engagement.

•see Page 9
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Vital
Statistics
Before beginning his career as
a third-string
quarterback for
the New York
Giants, Mike
Cherry was a
standout starter at
Murray State.
•In .1995, Cherry
completed 135 of
225 passes and
threw for 16
touchdowns. In
1996, Cherry
completed 170 of
301 passes and
threw for 18
touchdowns.
•Cherry also
holds school
records for career
completion
percentage (57.9
percent) and
career passing
efficiency {131.5).
• In the National
Football League,
Cherry's lone
professional pass,
which fell incomplete, came in
1998. He also took
a few snaps in
1997. Cherry's
career NFL
quarterback rating
is 39.7.

Although the sudden cold snap students felt before the
holidays tias finally broken, the effects of the low temperatures has not disappeared. November and December's
record-low tcm~ratures combined with record-high prices
for natural gas will result in muCh more expensive heating
bills for the University.
Paula Hulick, director of housing and residential life, said
the University did not reduce the heat in the residential colleges during break for fear the pipes would freeze. Coupling the increased gas usage along with the increased price
for it has the University anticipating an exceptionally high
gas bill on its quarterly report in April.
Murray Gas financial officer Don Leet said the price of
wholesale gas has increased from $2 dollars per thousand
cubic feet last year to $9.98 at the beginning of January.
"We have to pass along these additional costs to our consumers," leet said. "They can expect to see a 60-80 percent
increase in rates from last year."
Hulick said the University knows the rcttes arc going up
and they have been talking about how they will build these
additional costs into the budget.
Vice President of Facilities Management Dewey Yeatts
said Murray State currently reduces its gas prices by paying
an interruptible rate. But this means that if the demand for
gas exceeds the amount available, the gas company could
cut Murray State's gas supply with about 48 hours notice.
"The University would then switch to fuel oil, which is
more expensive and less efficient," Leet said. ''But it
shouldn't be an issue unless we experience extreme conditions."
Although the University ,c an only speculate on its expected heating costs, several students living off campus have
already experienced the chill of higher gas bills.
Jon Rhodes, senior from Livermore, said his gas bill
almost doubled.
"Luckily, there are enough people living here that we can
split it up," Rhodes said. "But my parents' heating bill in
Livermore rose from around $100 a month to $300."
Scott Pitt, senior from Kansas City, Mo., lives with five
other people and said their heating bill alone last month
was about $250.
"We all used to pay about $30 each. and now it's gone up
to about $65 per person," Pitt said. ''But we have to heat the
house. It's inconvenient, but there's nothing we can do
about it."
Rhodes said he and his roommates have been trying to
Limit their heating bills by turning down the thermostat,
closing more doors and focusing the heat on the most essential rooms, like the kitchen and the bedrooms. Pitt also mentioned his household's conservation measures.
"We're more careful about shutting the doors right away
and we sometimes turn the thermostat down from 71 or 72
Please sec GAS/18

Sports
The Murray
State Racers
defeated
Austin Peay
76-74 Tuesday.
•see Page 13

Go to the sports
section of
wv..rw. thenews.org for
coverage of last night's
basketball games at
Tennessee Tech.
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Today:

Mostly cloudy
)iigh: 46
Low: 40
Salurday:
f~y cloudy

'H igh: 48
Low: 30
Sunday:
M.ostly cloudy
tiigh: 50
Low: 38
Monday:
Scattered
sJlowers
High: 56
Low : 43
~uesday:

Sh owers
H igh: 56
Low: 35
Wednesday:
Scattered
~howers

High: 52
Low: 33
Thursday: .
Partly cloudy
High: 42
Low: 31

Thomas and King Inc. took the
first step in acquiring a liquor license
for an Applebee's Neighborhood
Grill and Bar.
In the Jan. 17 issue of the "Murray
Ledger & Times," Thomas and King
Inc. declared its intention to apply
for a restaurant drink liquor and
retail beer license no later than Jan.

30.
The restaurant will be located at
807 Wal-Mart Drive in Murray.

Theater and dance group
fund-raiser models TV show
The theater and dance department
is p lanning a fund-raiser to be held
in the sprin g semester.
The fund-raiser will be mod eled
after the television show "Whose
Line is it Anyway?"
Anyone interested in auditioning
for the show can con tact Director
Brian Siddens at 759-5116.

New campus publication
combines all cuniculums
A new student publication creates
a new reason for writing well.
"Best Student Essays," sponsort.'Ci
by the Murray State Communicating
Across the Curriculum p rogram will
publish the best work from each of
the academic colleges and one or two
personal essays.
The yearly publication will award
a cash prize of $100 in the seven categories, one for each of the academic

How to
..
reach us
....

colleges and one for a personal
essay.
Applications may be picked up in
the department of English and philosophy or the dean of humanities
and fint! arts office.

Police chief reminds MSU
students to buy city sticker
Murray City Police Chief John
Knight issued a press release
reminding students they may be
required to purchase a Murray city
motor vehicle sticker.
Students whose permanent homes
are outside the city, who have
bought a Murray State parking tag
and are not employed part time or
full time in the city are not required
to buy a sticker.

MSU and U of L agreement
establishes a new program
Murray State and the University of
Louisville have signed an agreement
that establishes a joint baccalaureate
program in electrical and telecommWlications engineering.
The agreement provides for a fouryear curriculum to be offered on the
Murray campus, with instructional
duties shared by engineering p rofessors at both institutions.
The new program will begin
admitting freshmen students in the
fall 2001 semester.

Yearbook promotion gives
students photo opportunity
The yearbook st<.tff is encouraging

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468
~ 762-4481 1
Advertising: '762-4278''1}
f
I
I
'
,
...
1 ~ax: l62-3175
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Diggin' himself into a hole:

Jay's Electric employee Jason Duke of Mayfield clears
dirt away from underground piping behind the Doyle Fine Arts Center. University officials contracted
the compa ny to add updated fire pump controls for the building's sprinkler system.
students to participate in "Shoot
Yourself."
During this event, yearbook photographers wHI take candid photos
of students that are guaranteed to
appear in "The Shield" this spring,
said Carl Williams, co-editor in chief.
Students can bring any personal

belongings they would like to
include in the photos and can also be
photographed with a group of
friends. The limit is five students per
photograph.
"Shoot Yourself" will take place
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Feb. 7, on the
Curris Center second floor. Copies of

"The Shield" can be p urchased from
the yearbook office, 228C Wilson
Hall, for $40.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant nt'7VS t•dilor, and Scott
Cibsa11, assistant college l!fe editor.

THENEWS.ORG FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT THAT GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S
EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS."
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Intentions for liquor license
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:ttHE ESSE~t£9~£ DliY SP~
would like to thank
Professor Gill Welsch and the
Fall JMC 456 Ad Campaigns class
for all their hard work
and creative ideas.·
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Belinda Kichgessner
Gee Bum Kim
Kate Lackey
De i dre Mi ms
Kazunori Murasaka
Sung - Uk Paek
Jason Pickett
Maria Renteria
Nina Sartz-Knudson
W . Shane Shup e
Melissa St ac ey
Heather U n d er hi l l
Sebast ian V e n j a r
Em i l y W a l ke r

Christina Arle
Dorion Berry
John Blazina
Lance Cherr y
R ave e n C o r:n e I i u s
Cliff Cothern
Brenden Grant
Lori Gray
Natalie Groves
Kelly Hall
Kathy Hayes
Kristy Hopper
Christopher Kelly

Don't forget that sgeci 1someone on

:; Valentine's Day- gi~(ae
+
+Pierre Et

1311 .Johnso

tes available.
in Therapy

Massage

767-0760

National Student E.xchange Program
Wont to study your major at another university?
Wish you could move away for just one semester?
You can!!!! Exchange to a participating college
or university throughout the U.S., Hawaii, or
Puerto Rico and earn MSU credit.

.•

,

~.
For more information, stop by the Career
Services Office, 2 I 0 Ordway Hall, and pick
up a NSE Directory or call Dr. Ross Meloan
at 762-3735.
NSE Informational Sessions to be Held:
Monday, January 29th at 4 p.m.
Wednesday, February 7th at 2 p.m.
Thursday, February 15th at 3:30 p.m.
All will be held in the Curris Center,
Tennessee Room.
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Student academic
probation policy
'successful' so far
Un1Yer$1ty

entollllltlit
thrWes
While some
graduated and
others .did not
return, it

appears University enrollment is thriving since last
fall's record
number's.
Phil Bryan,
dean of admissions, said
enrollment has
increased by
150 to 160 students over last
sprU\g. With
.JSS 'Pecember
graduates, this
semester's total
will be somewhere around
8,600 students.
Bryan said;
''We've added
15 new freshmen and 24 to
25 new transfers, which
include a
strol'\g •international population."
-Erin Richards

BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER

Univers ity o fficials are praising the new
academic probation policy.
" It's ad ded a lot of work fo r us, but I think
it's the best thing since residential colleges
for retention,'' Phil· Bryan, dean of admissions, said.
The new policy required s tuden ts on academic probation to meet w ith their advisers
before Jan . 22. If they did no t, their d asses
were dropped .
Don Robe rtson, v ice president of Student
Affairs, said almost all of the 700 students on
academic probation after the fall semester
had met with their advisers to discuss how to
improYe their grades.
" It's su ccessful because it has forced those
students b ack to seeing their academic advisers to get help," Robertson said . " It has given
more hands-on attention to those who need
it."
It was also n ecessary for students on probation to complete an academic restoration
plan with their ,1dviser. A resource list of
tutoring sources, testing skills and ways to
enhance reading was offered to the s tudents.
" I think this will have a tremendous impact
on retention," Robertson said. " It calls for
.i ntervening early. The student is helping to
d evelop the plan. Part of their responsibility
is for them to look at why they are on probation and what they can do to improve this."
Bryan said the the University has received
nothing but positive feedback from parents
and students. Robertson agreed many parents are pleased the University is taking the
extra step.
The extra step has brought extra w ork for
the faculty. Robertson said it hns been time
consuming, and the faculty's efforts were
tremendous.
Bryan fa vored the change, despite the extra
commitment.
'' We we lcome it because of what it will do
for. retention," Bryan said. "We feel this will
rrally he lp us."
Robertson said the 700 studl•nts will be
tracked until next semester.
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•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Jan.18
6:09 a.m. The Sheriff's Department reported they had a student's purse.
4:12 p.m. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital reported a 22year-old fema le non-student at
the emergency room who said she
was raped the previous night in
Elizabeth College. The incident is
under investigation. No report
was filed with Public Safety.
10:41 p.m. A caller reported no
heat in a Springer College room.

Friday, Jan. 19
11:09 a.m. A male subject came to
Public Safety requesting assistance to obtain the rest of his
belongings from his ex-girlfriend 's apartment.
12:48 p.m. A caller requested to
speak with an officer regarding a
minor car accident at the Housing
Office.
3:59 p.m. A Franklin College resident requested an ambulance for
his roommate. EMS checked the
patient. The patient refused treatment and signed a release.

4:39 p.m. ·A male subject was
reported loitering around the
Doyle Fine Arts Center and in the
bathroom for about 20 minutes.

Saturday, Jan. 20
12:51 a.m. An officer gave a verbal warning for disregarding a
stop sign at 16th and Main streets.
1:22 a.m. An officer gave a verbal
warning for possession of alcohol
by a minor on Payne Street
1:49 a.m. An officer gave a verbal
warning for failure to obey a stop
sign and illegal transaction with a
minor at 15th Street and Olive
Boulevard. Two minors in the
back seat were in possession of
alcohol.
2:01 a.m. An officer gave a verbal
warning to a minor for drinking
in public at 14th Street and Olive
Boulevard.
2:48 a.m. Heather Burkeen, senior
from Murray, was arrested for
DUI behind University Tire.

Sunday, Jan.21
1:27 a.m. An officer gave a verbal
warning for faulty equipment at
15th Street and University Drive.

2:42 a.m. Officers assisted the
Murray Police Department to disperse the crowd at the Alpha Tau
Omega house.
7:35 a.m. An officer assisted the
Murray Police Department in a
high-speed pursuit starting on
Wiswell Road.
10:47 a.m. An officer gave a verbal warning for disregarding a
traffic control device and expired
tags at Williams and Main streets.

Monday, Jan. 22
12:49 a.m. A resident adviser
reported a marijuana smell on the
Regents College fourth floor. An
officer found a minor in possession of alcohol and marijuana.
2:06a.m. Public Safety received a
distress call from an elevator in
Hester College. Occupant reported that the elevator had been jerking.
9:10 a.m. A noise complaint led to
the discovery of alcohol in a Clark
College room.
9:38 a.m. Subject requested to
speak with an officer regarding
problems with an ex-boyfriend.

Tuesday, Jan. 23
3:47 a.m. A noise complaint was
reported at College Courts.
9:33 p.m. A water Leak was
reported in the Hart College com:
puter lab.
• ..
11:20 p.m. An officer gave a warning for having a blue, flashing
light on the dash of ,,.ehicle at
White College.

Wednesday, Jan. 24
11:49 a.m. A caller reported ·an
individual suspiciously inside an·
office at the Applied Science
Building.
3:23 p.m. A professor reported a
sprinkler going off in the Doyle
Fine Arts Center sculpture lab.
10:05 p.m. An officer investigated
a report that a Hester College elevator would not go past the,
fourth floor.
'
Motorist assists- 9
Racer escorts - 3

,.

Police Beat is compiled by Assistant
Editor Marci Owen from nwterials at Public Safety. All dispatched·
calls are not necessarily /isteti.
N~vs

U.S. 641 South to see makeover
Bv MARCI OwEN
AssiSTANT News EDITOR

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
officials are undecided about what
route to take with U.S. 641 construction.
The 6.7-mile stretch of road from
Murray to Hazel will be reconstruct·
ed to a four-Jane road as part of a
state highway plan.
A public meeting was held Jan. 11
for local citizens to have input in the
route of the four-lane road, Chief District Engineer Wayne Mosley said.
"We had 122 people at the meeting,
and they all seemed to be in favor of
the project," Mosley said.
Despite the majority approval,
Mosley said it is difficult to please
everyone.
"You can not build a road and. not
affect somebody," he said. "But we
are trying to minimize the effects."

Did You Write a Really Good Paper in 2000?

BEST STUDENT ESSAYS
A 2000-2001 Murray State University Publication

Winning Authors will receive $ 100 for Each of Their Papers!
Pa ers Needed From Each

A new Murray State
Publication Needs
YOUR Papers lor Its
2000-2001

publication.

Mosley said it could be as many as
10 years before construction begins.
"This sort of project, where you
have an undetermined route, takes a
lot of planning," he said. "We have to
find the best route to fulfill the need
of the project and minimize the
effects on the community."
Mosley said most people at the
public meeting indicated they would
prefer a new route as opposed to
building the existing road to a fourlane.
"East of 641 and Hazel, there are
more wetlands, which ind icates that
the road needs to go west of Hazel,"
he said.
Safety is the primary purpose of the
construction project.
"The projected numbers for the
highway indicate that 641 will not be
able to handle predicted traffic in
2025," he said.
Before construction can begin, a

consultant has to gather information
about the highway and make a
process recommendation to the highway department. Once the department and consultant decide on the
best route for the project, design
plans wm be finalized and construction can begin.

Crews also work on 68/80

THE 6.7-MILE
STRETCH OF
ROAD FROM
M URRAY TO

HAZEL Will BE
RECONSTRUCTED TO A
FOUR-LANE AS
PART OF A
STATE HIGHWAY PLAN.

A U.S. 68/ KY 80 four-Jane corridor
will see construction in the near
future.
Construction is scheduled to begin
this month on the second of three sections of the rerouted U.S. 68/KY 80
between Aurora and a . point just
north of Murray.
An $8.4 million contract was
awarded to a Sesser, m., company/.
Sierra Bravo lncv for work on the 4.7- ~
mile stretch from U.S. 68 in Aurora to
KY 1346 near Dexter.

The Caledonian Society ol Murray .
presents:
Ninfh &nnu~l

1iurns ~upper
A traditional Scottish celebration
Honoring Scotland's Greatest Poet,
Robert Burns

Sat., Feb. 3
Reception: 5: 3 0 p.m.
.D inne r : 6 :30 p.m.
F eatu rin g :

Murray Women's
C lub (Vine Str eet)

Bagpipes
Toastin g
S c ottis h D ancer s
Storytelling

For R eserva tions, Call:
Murray Touris m Commission
1 - 800-651 - 1603

or
1- 270- 759- 2199

Proceed s g o t oward s Al Lindsey ---~-..;....--.
M e moria l Schola r s hip F u n d
$20.00 p e r p e r son, in cludes trad itional

S c ottis h Banquet and E n tertainment
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ViewPoint

VIEWPOINT EDITOR: LOREE STARK
PHONE:

762-4468

Our View

Week
'

What do you think of
Fox's new show,
"Temptation Island"?
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ISSUE:
GAS PRICES ARE
AT AN ALL·TIME
HIGH.
POSITION:
STUDENTS CAN
HELP THE
UNIVERSITY
CONSERVE COSTS
BY WATCHING
THE HEAT IN
THEIR ROOMS.

SORRY, NEVER

HEARD OF IT."

~ "<· r~
CAMUON HAitTlN
junior. EMler Co

11

1T IS BETTER
THAN

'SURVIVOR'
BECAUSE IT HAS
SEX IN IT."
SCOTT NAEGER
junior, Ste-Getlevieve, Mo.

"lUKE TRASH."

KltiSTI HETTENHAUSEit

sophomore, Frseburg, Ill

"I DON'T LIKE
IT."

Food Servtces

11

1 WOULDN'T
WANT TO

WATCH IT."

jASON
BILLINGSLEY

RENETTA WRIGHT
Jtlnlor, Radcliff

"I'M NOT

Loree Stark/The News

WRITING THIS
EXPECTING

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenewsOmurraystate.edu
Jason Yates

SOME FAIRY

TALE ENDING
OR THE CLASS
TO MAGICALLY
APPEAR ON THE
CATALOG NEXT
SEMESTER.,

Editor in Chief

Greg Stark
Associate Editor

Lisa Wheat
News Editor

Loree Stark

shorts in January could
translate into next
year's tuition bill.
. No, we're not asking
you to go out and buy
Eskimo gear to brave
the wintry Arctic that
your residential college room would be
without heat.
We're simply asking
you to cut back a Little
bit.
Perhaps
students
could say goodbye to
drunken nights of
standing in front of
their dorm window
nude. Having the heat
on full blast might feel
good then, but it definitely isn't practical.
It might seem like a
foreign concept to
some residential college students, but
when you and your
roommate both leave
the room, it wouldn't
hurt to tum the heat
down a little bit or
even off.
Who are you accommodating by leaving
the heat on in an
empty room? (This
only applies to students whose heating
fixtures
actually
work.)
Lastly, just think a little more economically.
It might not seem like
much now, but in the
long run your pocketbook will thank you
for turning down the
heat.

January 26, 200 I
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BuT WHERE wouLD WE GET f\REWOOD?

With the hundreds of different classes Murray State
has to offer students, you
would think the University
has every type of class a student could want.
But there is a need for a
specialized class not offt!red
here, or anywhere else for
that matter. There needs to be
a dating class.
Yes, I'm serious. There
needs to be a class on dating
for people like me who need
some help. Even the most
successful people in any field
you can possibly think of can
use a new idea to think over,
this is mine.
I have learned I can make a
point better through the
printed word than I can verbally, hence the reason for me
writing this potentially
embarrassing commentary.
I've always bt.>t•n c;een as
the good friend, which is very
cool, but sometimes you see
how happy, or sad, everyone
in a relationship is, and I
wonder why can't I experi-

ence those highs and lows for

myself.
Most of my friends tell me,
it's not as good as you think it
is, you're saving yourself a lot
of heartbreak. This may be
true, but sometimes I want to
see for myself and not take
someone's word for it.
If I had to look at myself
and try to dissect why my situation has progrt.'Ssed to this
point, I have to think it would
fall under three basic principles. One, girls are turned off
by my love for sports, video
games, etc. Two, I get nervous around any girl I would
like to ask out. And, three, I
work a lot of hours here at
"The News" during the
week.
To understand' the first
problem, you have to understand a little about my grade
school years. To keep from
being beaten up and picked
on all the time, I had to find
something I could talk about
with other kids to get their
minds off beating me up.

So, sports, video games,
wrestling, etc. became my
get-out-of-a- beating-free
card. As I grew up, my
knowledge
and
skill
increased into the present
day. But I guess my passion
and work in these fields may
be tum off~ to females.
The second problem has to
do completely with myself, as
l am always shy until I get to
know someone better. Just
ask anyone who knows me
and they can tell you the
same thing.
The third thing is between
classes and being "The
News" sports editor, I really
don't have much time during
the week for a social life.
Granted the weekends are
somewhat free, but many
people don't stay in Murray
for the weekend Murray
State athletes have a similar
schedule, which makes sen!>e
because it is my job to cover
them.
I . also have two strikes
against me on the social lad-

der, because I'm not a Murray Statt• athlete and I'm not
Greek, In my experience,
those two Murray State male
groups have the most success
when it comes to women.
This b my reasoning about
the needs for a class about
dating to be taught somewhere. With the sudden
explosion of Internet dating
and lovelines and other dating services, there has to be a
bunch of pl"ople who would
benefit just ns much as myself
from having a dating class.
I have tried a subscription
to "Maxim Magazine," but
the articles in there seem to
apply more to those with
more experience than myself.
£'m not writing this expecting some fairy talc ending or
the class to magically appear
on the catalog next semester.
I just think Wt' need a class
for something like this. Many
other people have hud a similar opinion to make a bold
statement like this at some
point in their life, but maybe

no one has had the guts to say
it, until now. Sometimes the
best question or thought is
the one you don't ask or push
aside. You can change the
world with one thought or
idea. You just have to take a
stand, swallow your pride
and go for it.
Many of you who read this
might not like my idea, but'
ask yourself what idea or
thought went through your
head that you didn't act on
today? Is it for the better you
passed it aside, or the worse?
Before you shun someone's
idea just because you think
it's silly, ask yourself, do I
really think this is silly, or am
I too scared of what others
might think to agree?
Sometimes, you just have
to follow your intuition. Mine
says I'm the one who will
write this idea down, for better or worse.

fason Billingsley is the sports
editor for "TI1e M11rray State
Neu15.''
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Dating class would prove ideal for college setting
In My
Opinion

RoBERT joNes

Let's face it. After
walking from Sparks
Hall back to the residential colleges in the
dead of winter, nothing is quite so comforting as a cup of hot
chocolate and a toasty,
inviting room.
But a rise in tuition
because of increasing
gas prices and students' abuse of heat
might not be so inviting.
The equation is fairly
simple. Gas prices are
at an all-time high
right now. Many students who live on campus often take for
granted the luxury of
not having to cover the
heating bill.
So guess what happens if every student
on campus leaves their
heat on all the time this
winter?
The University foots
the bill.
At first, that doesn't
seem like such a bad
deaL But the results of
this could translate
into much less student-friendly implications.
If it costs the University an outrageous
amount of money to
pay for the heating this
year, surely they aren't
going to let it happen
again.
Which means, possibly, that this year's
lounging around in
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Relay For Life a success
because of community
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Executive
Committee of the Murray-Calloway County Relay for Life, we
would like to congratulate all of
the Murray State students, faculty and staff who contributed
in making our Relay For Life the
No. 1 highest grossing relay in
Kentucky.
The 2000 Murray-Calloway
County Relay for Life raised
more than $246,000 for cancer

reseMch, patient services and
educational programming.
The $246,000 raised by the
hard-working efforts of thousands of Murray and Calloway
County residents was not only
the first to crack the $200,000
bilrrier, but was also the most
money raised by any individuill
Relay For Life in Kentucky.
Also, through the wonderful
generosity of so many people,
more than 3,000 luminaries
were sold to honor or memorialize friends and family members
with cancer.
The amount of luminaries

sold for the Murray-Calloway
County Relay For l.ife was by
far the most sold at any relay in
the state.
As fantastic as 2000 was, it is
now time to look forward to the
2001 Relay For Life. On Feb. 13,
we will hold our second of four
team captain meetings. Anyone
interested in being a team captain or putting together a team
for the 2001 Murray· Calloway
County Relay For Life should
attend this meeting. It will be
held in Murray State Universi·
ty's Curris Center Theater at
5:30p.m.

Our 2001 goals are lofty, but
We are winning the
battle against cancer and we
need your help.
Begin to put your team
together now and come be a
part of one of the most enjoyilble, ~ntertaining nnd exciting
fund-raising events in Murray.
Mark your calendar now for the
fifth annuc1l Relay For Life April 20 and 21 .
It':> about being a community
that takes up the fight.
attainabl~.

Paul and Rosanne Radke
Relay for Life Co-Chairs

Write to us
"The Murray
State News''
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to the
editor. Letters
should be 300
words or fewer
and must be

signed.
"The Murray
State News"
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.
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Ordering pizza online proves time-consuming
In My
Opinion

You know, folks, technology
has really taken off in the past few
years. I mean, we've got video
game systems that allow you to
see characters breathin~ and even
special effects that make it look
like Keanu Reeves can act. (God,
yet another ''Keanu-ReevesCan't-Act-Joke" ... as if that
deceased horse hadn't been beaten enough.)
And now we have this thing
called the Internet. Maybe you
guys have heard of it. Well,
apparently it's getting pretty popular these days, and there are
quite a few advantages to using it.
There's the access to countless
sources of information, e-mail,
and that beautiful, little file
known as the mp3.
Of course, as with many things
in life, the Internet has come with
its fair share of problems. For the

jOHN
GIBSON

"ONE NIGHT,
THANKS TO A
CASE OF
INSOMNIA, I
DECIDED TO
PAY PAPA A
LITTLE ONLINE
VISIT."

most part, these have sprung up
in the form of spreading computer viruses. Another problem, at
least for certain members of the
mainstream music community,
has been that same little mp3 file
and the infamous Napster.
But I consider neither of these to
be nearly as much of a problem as
of what I am about to speak.
Like many college students, my
diet consists of a wholesome
blend of Dr. Thunder, Winslow
scrambled eggs and, most importantly, a weekly dose of Papa
John's pizza.
Well, a while back, I happened
to be reading the various statements on the pizza box- what can
I say kids, I lead an exciting We and I noticed something that blew
my mind. It was not Papa's secret
recipe or the ingredients for its
world famous sauce. No, what

caught my eye and left me bewil- easier and more efficient it would
dered was the statement "Order be to order online, rather than
Online Nationwide" and the Web using the primitive, technologiaddress
www.papajohns.com cally-inferior telephone.
located on the corner of the box.
Much to my dismay, my first
Now, l realize it is a given that attempt proved to be fruitless, as I
almost any business in this day was greeted with an error mcsand age has to put itself on the sage stating tha t the ordering
Web. And so, it did not bother me page was down.
too much that Papa John's actualYeah, apparently too many
ly had a Web page.
people were attempting to order
What did perplex me was the pizza at 4 a.m., and the site was
"order online" statement. I mean, experiencing difficulties because
I know using the Internet has its of the overload.
pluses, but do we really need to
Thankfully, this was only a
resort to using it to order a large practice order, or else I would
pepperoni pizza with a side of have broken down in tears right
garlic sauce and jalapeno peppers, on the spot.
all for the low price of $7.99 with
I decided to give it a few
a student discount?
moments and perused through
One night, thanks to a case of the rest of the site, learning about
insomnia, I decided to pay Papa a • job opportunities at Papa John's,
little online visit. I was deter- as well as some facts about Papa's
mined to find out just how much dough recipe.

oMf.1r~t.1AL~

A few moments later, I succeeded in acrually getting the order
page to load . But I was now
prompted to enter a log-in name
and password.
At this point, l gave up any
a ttempt a t using this new and efficient way to order pizza. It was
also at this point when I realized
what exactly I had spent the last
half hour attempting to do, and
how sad this whole venture really
was.
I'd like to say that 1 learned
some major lesson!' as a result of
all my efforts, but I really only
learned that online pizza orders
are apparently too complicated
for me to comprehend, and that I
should stick with just placing
them over the phone.

jolm Gibson is a junior history major
from llenderso11.
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'Temptation Island' airs to meet America's lustful demands
In My

RYAN
BROOKS

"THE TELEVISED
ORGY TAKES
THINGS A STEP
TOO FAR.' '

:::

I did a double take when I saw the
commercial hit the screen. "Temptation Island," they called it. I really
couldn't believe my eyes.
As I was shielding my eyes from
further torture, thousands, if not millions, of adolescent boys (in age, or
in mind) were undoubtedly letting
out whoops of joy at the very same
moment.
"USA Today" printed its review of
the show weeks ago. I was relieved
to see negative remarks in the publication. While I agree wholeheartedly
with their arguments, I belie\·e the
publication's staff was much too
gt?nerous in awarding the show one
and a half stars out of five.

==

Fox airs the smut on Wednesday
evenings in a prime-time slot. Those
who don't know what time it's on
can take my word for it. fl'll be better
if things stay that way.
Let me suggest the program is far
from nudmght programming. In
fact, many parents could watch this
show with their small children
because the time slot falls well before
bedtime.
Hopefully adults will agree that
this show is not one for toddlers. I
would add that it is not fit for third
graders, high schoolers, collegians,
the middle-aged, baby boomers,
blue-haired old 1,1dics ... the list goes
on. The temptation is not fit for any-

;::

::

;
-

one; even Fox.
The social responsibility role of the
press was definitely thrown into the
wastebasket in Fox's bonrdroom. But
the show's success can only be
blamed on its millions of viewers.
Rating points are only attained for
any particular program when thL>
public actually watches the program.
Sex sells. The point has bt•en
proven over and 0\'er .1nd over
again. Television w,ltchers would be
hard pres..o;;ed to find a prime-time
show on any major network that
doesn't discuss or blntantly depict
the topic. An onslaught of tnnuendo!-1
and tactless jokes blares through nullions of seb each evening.

=. ;::;: : :: ;: :

:: :

Although most (if not all) Ameri· whose buddy will have sex with
cans would agree, "Temptation whom? The second is behind the
Island" is far more forward with its scenes on the screen: who will allow
sexual material than other shows. Fox to pump tltis trash into their
The televised orgy takes things a heads?
step too far.
Third graders, high schoolers, colI'm sure many of those ~ame legians, the middle-nged, bnby
Americans find the show somewhat boomers, blue-haired old l<1dies: 1
if not altogether immoral, but they urgently implore you not to create
will most likely watch.
further rating points for this porn.
They will watch because the show
Hardcore porn may not have
is just as its title implies: a tempta- made its way into <l time slot on NBC
tion. Only God knows how many fell after "Frasier," but it may not be in
to the temptation Wednesday ... and the too-dbtant future if Americans
how many will commit the same continue to demand this kind of filth.
mi::.take once again this week.
The programming presents more Rya11 Brooks is t11e photography editor
than one contest. One is the obvious: for " The Murray State News."
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Phi Mu Alpha back
at Murray State in time
for Campus Lights show

News

City council hears residents' concerns
about liquor ordinance at Monday's forum
BY l iSA W HEAT

BY EMILY BLACK
CONTRISUnNG WRITER

Phi Mu Alpha national
officials
allowed
the
Gamma Delta chapter of the
music fraternity to return to
campus after it discovered a
loophole in its constitution.
Although the chapter
returned in time to continue
its 64-ycar Campus Lights
tradition, National Executive Oirf'ctor james Morris
said he does not condone
the chapter's past actions.
"They asked for further
consideration of one aspect
of their appeal and the fraternity decided to hear
that," he said.
The chapter was closed
last summer by the Phi Mu
Alpha national office for the
violation of the fraternity's
hazing policies, which
included carrying wooden
paddles and a music recital
at which pledges were made
to wear blindfolds.
Yet, . through a lengthy
and complicated
legal
proce:.::., the decision was
overturned.
" We were disappointed
when our appeals were
denied, but through continuous efforts we were able to
get the decision ch.mged,"
Brian Runnels, chair of the
department of music, said.
"I am very pleast.'<i that this
change has come ,1bout and
feel that this is the right
decision."
At the time of the closing,
it was ruled that Phi Mu
Alpha could only establish
another ehapter after all its
current members had graduated, which would have
taken about four or five
years.
The organization's consti-

tution stated that for the
national office to expel a
chapter, the chapter had to
be in violation of policy during the investigation period.
While it was found that
Phi Mu Alpha did violate
the fraternity's national hazing policy, the violations did
not occur during the time of
the investigation.
The constitution was
revised this summer, but
not before the Murray State
chapter was able to have
their ruling overturned.
"We are very optimistic
that the end result will be
beneficial to both the local
chapter and the national
organi7..ation," Morris said.
Phi Mu Alpha must fol- ·
low the conditions of their
probation, one of which
mandates the submission of
an official letter of response
and reinstatement to the
national office.
The letter must state the
chapter members' willingness to accept the terms of
the probation and to bring
the chapter back to good
standing.
The chapter plans to present the letter to Morris at
the annual Campus Lights
production, Runnels said.
Runnels said Pht Mu
Alpha will be active in the
Campus Lights production
this semester. The fraternity
was instrumental in starting
Campus Lights and has
been a part of the production ever since (see related
c;tory or:' page 11).
Desptte any past problems Murray State's Phi Mu
Alpha chapter and the
national office may have
had, both sides seem to be
looking forward to the fraternity's future.

NEWS EDITOR

The discussion between Murray City Coun·
cil and city residents regarding the details of
the proposed liquor on:linance Monday night
sparked questions of what the hours of sale
will be and how they will be enforced.
Police Chief john Knight said he anticipates
implementing the law will pose some
unprecedented problems, but he knows one
thing for sure.
"We're not going to go in and grab somebody's knife and fork and demand to see
their identification," he said with a laugh
during an interview after the meeting, which
d rew about 50 people. "If we see something
suspicious, we11 inquire."
By state law, the city must allow alcohol
sales from\> a.m. to midnight. The state gives
the city fr~dom to extend the hours and to
allow Sunday sales.
A vote by Murray residents Nov. 7 opened
the door for alcohol by the drink to be sold
within the city. Restaurants that qualify to
sell alcohol must derive at least 70 percent of
their sales from food and must seat at least
100 people.
By state law, a restaurant can apply for a
liquor ordinance 60 days after the restaurant
referendum vote was certified. Murray
restaurants can begin applying Feb. 19.
Council member Dan Miller said he would
support extending the hours to 1 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
"1 think that 6 a.m. to midnight is a little
restrictive," he said. "Ball games don't get out
until 10 or 10:30 (p.m.). I just think it's a little
silly to have a kitchen police. I think the
police would have better things to do than to
see if a kitchen is open."
Council member Danny Hudspeth said
sticking with the state-mandated hours
would give Murray a gradual transition into
liquor-by· the-drink sales.
"This is new for us," he said in an interview
after the meeting. "It wouldn't hurt to start
conservative ... and if we see the need, take it
somewhere else."
Council member Lance Allison said
kitchens should be required to remain open
while alcohol is served. Otherwise, an establishment could stop serving food at 8 p.m.
and turn into a bar, he said.
Council member Rita Henley set the tone

Karri Rubeck/The News

Murray City Council members Bill Wells and Jay Morgan read the proposed ordinance at
Monday's forum. About 50 residents attended the forum and voiced their opinions about
hours alcohol can be sold and how related laws will be enforced.
"It's kind of new for the restaurants also to
going into the public comment portion of the
meeting.
be in a community where the only source of
"The whole issue has obviously been an alcohol is liquor-by-the·drink," he said.
emotional and volatile issue," she said, lookThe proposed ordinance would require
ing toward the audience. "But it has passed restaurants with an alcohol license to pay a
and we must move on. (The ordinance) has regulatory fee that would cover policing, regnot been done hurriedly.It has not been taken ulatory and administrative expenses.
Elias said Madisonville officials set that
lightly."
Murray resident Tom Green told the coun- city's rate at 3 percent and collected $30,000
cil the ordinance should be as restrictive as annually from the 12 restaurants that serve
alcohol. He said the city should not make a
possible according to state law.
"Since it's kind of an emotionally charged profit from the fee and it should only cover
thing at this time, I would suggest ... having additional expenses incurred by the city. The
the hours from 6 (a.m.) to 12 (a.m.)," he said. council was expected to be presented with the
Mike Cowen, who was the restaurant refer- projected fees and could have voted o n the
endum committee spokesman, said extend- ordinance as early as last night's meeting.
ing the hours past midnight would keep stu- Details of that meeting were not available at
dents safer.
press time.
"My reasoning behind that would be TenThe council also discussed how the city
nessee has just passed a bill allowing restau- would ensure a restaurants' alcohol profit
rants to be open until 3 (a.m.) and I would does not exceed more than 30 percent of total
hate to see our students on the highways after sales.
12 (midnight)," he said during an interview
"That 70-30 item is a very important one,"
after the meeting.
Elias said. "If we feel there's any question
Cowen said he expected Murray to eventu- that a particular restaurant is not meeting
·that requirement, we have the authority to
ally allow Sunday sales.
The discussion raised questions if a restau- conduct an audit of that establishment."
,
rant could stay open after the appointed time
Elias said ordinance administration w.~~
if it did not sell liquor. City Administrator be completed through existing cit~ ~lf
I
Don Elias said the law was not clear on the members. Mayor Freed Curd is the designatissue and he would check with Alcoholic Bev- ed local Alcoholic Beverage Control admintY
erage Control officials.
trator.
:
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Features Include...
• 4-br 4-bath & 2-br 2-bath
• Private bath off each bedroom
• Fully furnished & unfurnished
available - You pick!
• FREE washer & dryer in apt
•Individual Leases
• Minutes from campus
• Very high speed Internet
• FREE Cable with HBO
& Cinemax
• Roommate matching
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool table, foosball & stereo
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Lighted tennis court
• State-of-the-art fitness center
• 9-foot ceilings with ceiling
fans in all bedrooms and
living room

At ·Least One Decision is a No-Drainer

Murray

Place

Luxury Living for College Students

Sign before February for special rates.
Rent starting at $265 per month.

759-3003
1700 Lowes Drive
www.MurrayPiace.com
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University officials rescue yearbook;
_new computer equipment on horizon
BY JONATHAN WATKINS

r

STAff WRITER

"The Shield" is no longer in
danger of extinction now that
Univers ity
officials
h ave
offered funding to save the 77t~ year-old publication.
"The yearbook is still very
much a live," said Carl
Williams, co--ed itor in chief. "If
w e hadn' t received support
from the University, there
w ould not have been a yearbook next year."
Williams, along with co-editor in chief Kimberli DeRossett
and Journalism and Mass
Com m unications Chair Jeanne
Scafella, met with Provost
Gary Brockway on Dec. 5 to
discuss the yearbook's financia l crisis.
Williams said th eir group
s tressed the importance of
retaining the yea rbook as a
recruiting tool for new students a nd prospective journalism majors, a long with sentim ental reasons.
"I really don't think anybody
wants to see the Un iversity
lose its yearbook because it's
an im portant part of preserv' ing tradition and history," he

..

said .
In a d dition to these reasons,
the quality of "The Shield" is
another reason for saving the
book, Brockway said.
"This is an award-winning
publication," he said.
Ann Landini, co-adviser and
journalism professor, said she

Columbia Scholastic Press names
Shield' one of nine finalists

appreciates the support.
"It means a great deaJ to the
yearbook staff that the admin- ~The
istration cares about the yearbook and wants to see the stu"The Shield/' Murray State1S yearbook, is OM of nine crown
dents succeed," Landini said
"I've noticed a definite morale firtalists for the upcoming 23rd annual Spring National College
change after receiving the pos- Medii! Convention of the Columbia Scholastic Press AS$ocl,,tilm.
"'This is the highest honor a college yearbook- can receive from
itive feedback."
The group discussed the Columbia, ~d it shows the tal~t and dedication of 'Th~ Shield'
need for a marketing person to ~ff members," co-adviser Ann Landini s.1id.
sell ads and copies of the yearCarl Williams and Kimberli DeRossett, .co-editors in chief; Steven
book.
enk.ins, living and organizations editori and Alexa Westerfield,
Brockway said he guaran- tdeslgn editor, will attend the convention Feb. 15 nt the New York
teed "The Shield" that money Marriott Marquis.
would be provided for a busi..It's an amazing feeling to be a part of something that has
ness manager, which the staff received so much recognition," DeRossett said. " When you look at
hired following the meeting
hat we had to work with, it is incredible what we were able to
with Brockway.
te. The hard world$ fmally paying otf."
The yearbook's out-of-date
PubJications were judged on \\-'l'iting/ editing, design, content,
computer equipment was also ~cept, photography, ,art and graphics; according to the CSPA
a key issue. This year's staff is
eb site.
working on computers that are
seven to 10 years old, Williams yearbook that is up with the costs include re moving dght
said.
times," Williams said.
pages fro m the yearbook,
"Our equipment in the office
Landini said the updated reducing the number of color
is grossly outdated/' he said.
resources will improve effi- pages and ordt~ ring fe w er
The group proposed two ciency.
copies of the book, William!'
new iMac computers, a laser
"The new equipment will said.
printer, scanner, zip drive and enable students to work in
Brockw ay said he also hopes
updated versions of the Adobe their offices on equipment that
to see mo re emphao;is placed
PageMaker and Adobe Photo- will not fail C\'ery two or three
o n the residential college sysShop software needed to pro- minutes," Landini said.
tem in upcoming years.
duce "The Shield" during the
Also during the meeting,
S tude nts, fal." ulty a nd staff
meeting with Brockway.
Brockway
discussed
the
can
pre-order 'The Shield'' for
Brockway said the upgrades, importance of reducing and
$40
in the yearbook office ,
estimated around $3,000, have cutting yearbook s pending.
been approved, and he said he This will reduce the yearbook's 228C Wilson Ha ll. The yearplans to "recoup the invest- deficit and lower the cost of books will be available at the
ment" in the near future.
purchasing a yearbook, which end of April
For more information, con"With the new technology, I "will make the yearbook more
think that more students will attractive to students," he s.1id. tact the yearbook office a t 762be interested in coming on
The measures the yearbook 4495 o r e-mail the s ta ff at ycarboard and participating in a will tlke to reduce production book@murraystnte.cdu

Required reading
for anyone who
knows a kid.
If there\ a child you n~ ahour, ~ll)'Wh1:1< "'yuur 11r~.
then )<JU 't.~•ld t1lre ~l•>lll •lOr pul~lc <ell• "'''
I« a free hmklo:lrlul mnr.un"'~"' )'1 ~1 n n help
unJlf'~ o:dU<1U•JOtn Amerlct, Clllll-ltUG-96-I'RO~USU.
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"Reality is whatever you make it."

It's a connected world.

Let 11::: help yvu and your
wedding party get ready for
yvur special day.
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Tcrltoos «nd ~od!f Piercin~i

Artwork by: Stash
100% Sterile

50Yo off with student I.D.

Earth Shale.

1415 1/2 Main St.

New Owners

759-5600

reality@murray-ky.net

The sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha would
like to congratulate our new
officers for the year 2001.

The sisters of
Alphll Sig.na Alpha
1Nould like to
congratulate
..Jan~ie Vaughn for
''Senior S'Weetheart"
and Tl1n Stark for
''Man of the Year"
We love you!

www.shareyourlife.org 1·800·355-SHAAE

I'Y1~ Reedit~
Privacy booths available upon requed.

COSMETIC STUDIOS

-ftUAI

OIILY YOU CAN , llvtU FOUST FlUS .
www ..tmek•r•••r.c••

PRAISE PRAYER & WORSHIP
Non-Traditional Service at
GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Hwy 121 N, 5 miles west of Murray
each Sunday @ 11 :00 a.m.
casual dress
Call 759-1620 for transportation
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"Jeff was the
type of person that
really Jived by the
gokl.en
rule," Frt•d
Jeffrey Jones had dreams of becomsaid. "One thing
ing a playwright.
"One of the last things he said to me that amazes me is
was he wanted to be a playwright:" that in 19 yt•ars , I
his father, Fred Jones, said. "And I never heard him
as ked him, 'Why don't you back it up talk badly about
jEFF jONES
with a business degree?' Then Jeff anyone.''
Freshman from
Susan Sons, jeff's
said, ' Dad you have to have faith in
GilbertsVifle
at
me. I'll be a success in life if I can write manager
one play that is made into a movie, if 1 Wendy's, ~aid he always made people
laugh.
can make people laugh or cry.' "
While his friends don't doubt his
"One time, he came an w ith a spillability to make them smile, Jeff will proof Scooby Doo bottle a nd spen t an
hour trying to prove it was spill
never fulfill his dream.
The freshman from Gilbertsville proof," Sons s aid. " Well, he n1.1n aged
died Dec. 31 from injuries that result- to spill 'it in the mayonnaise, Dnd then
ed from a Dec. lS automobile accident. tried to stir it up so no o ne would
He was traveling southbound on KY know."
Lori Stonecipher, senior from Cen121 amund 2 a.m. when, for unknown
reasons, his vehicle left the road, strik- tralia, Ill., worked with Jeff, ilnd
ing an embankment. His vehicle recalls how crazy he was abo ut his
flipped several times, ejecting him girlfriend .
from the vehicle.
"He and some others were a t m y
Jeff was transported to Murray-Cal- house one night, and ht.> forgot he w as
loway County Hospital, and was later supposed to be at his girlfrie nd's,"
tr ansferred to Vanderbilt University Stonecipher said . " He called her to tell
Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
her he couldn't make it and woke her
Shortly after his death, Jeff's father up. Later he was so worried that she
found a short play he had written would be ups et that he woke her up,
a bout angels.
that he called back to apologize and
" I sat down and read it, and it was ended up waking her up aga in."
truly remarkable," he said. "If I had
Nicki Jones, freshma n fro m Murray,
read it before our conversation, I who also worked w ith jeff, w rote him
a poem after his accident: " ... Hb joy
would have said, 'Jeff, go for it.' "
Family .1nd friends said Jeff was a was s pread through h is p re!'>ence.
wonderful per!>on who was always Only knowing him was su ch an
essence..."
willing to help anyone.
BY M ARCI OWEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

.Jiwp,,r,f.,rl l coLr or' Y Llllf'
S1wrh1l DmJ.
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Car accident claims
life of MSU student

President
VP of Programming & Ritual
VP New Member Education
VP PR &: Recruitment
VP Alumnae &: Heritage
Secretary
Treasurer
PR Chairman
Edit or/Historian
Scholarship Chairman
Philanthropic Chairman
Assistant Philanthropic
Ritual Chairman
Standards Chairman
Assistant Standards
New Member Education Chairman
Parliamentarian
Assistant Treasurer
Panhellenic Delegate
Social Chairman
Housing Chairman
Panhellenic Vice President
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lntramurals Chairman
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Jill Speicher
Sara Williamson
Ashley johnson
Ginny jones
T~iffany Freeman
Lourdes Ojeda
Jamie Barnwell
Katie Kirby
Keara Wallace
Amy Green
Lisa Brumley
Lynn Carlisle
Whitney Arnold
Leann Gray
jessica Carrico
jaime Lee
Karen Stolt
Natalie Mehringer
Tabitha Folden
Kim Morris
Abby Cronch
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Kristy Wilkinson
Heather Collins
Leah Sims

We know that you girls will do a great job, keep up the
hard work ·and determination. Love in A"f.A,
Your Sisters
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Goody's clothing ideal for student budget Decision still pending on motion
BY MARCI O WEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Promising new goodies
for customers, another
retailer wiU soon be joining the Shoppes of Murray.
Gary Waller, Shoppes of
Murray owner and president of Gary Waller
Investments in Brentwood, Tenn., said a
Goody's Family Clothing
Store will replace Coast to
Coast hardware. He said
the new store should open
sometime in May.
Waller said Goody's
representatives have been
interested in Murray for
more than a year and a
Karri Rubeck/The News half.
David Tabers helps with the construc- "Before
we
were
involved, they had a diftion of Goody's Family Clothing.

ferent site in mind (the
land next to Burger King),
but that fell through," he
said.
Waller said they will
save some of the steel and
concrete from Coast to
Coast, but about 95 percent of Goody's will be an
entirely new building.
Goody's chose to come
to Murray because they
liked the Murray market,
Waller said.
"They believe Murray
has potential, and based
upon their expansion
plans, it fit perfectly," he
said.
Brad Guess, junior from
Marion, said he has been
to Goody's before and is
happy about its opening in
Murray.
"I think Goody's is a col-

lege student's kind of store
because they have really
reasonable prices on nice
clothes," Guess said .
Kay Jones, senior from
Bowling Green, said
although she has not
shopped at Goody's much,
it will be good for other
students.
"I think it will be nice to
have another clothing
store for college students
in Murray, and it could
also help provide more
jobs for students as well,"
Jones said.
Waller said two spaces
are vacant for additional
retailers in the Shoppes of
Murray, and he is currently negotiating with other
companies, which he did
not want to name at this
time.

to dismiss lawsuit against MSU
STAFF REPORT

A decision on a motion

flied by Murray State to
dismiss a lawsuit involv-

..

~~--

fROT£CT
OUR STUFF'~

Wit\.

ing its organic pasteurization plant is expected to
come next week.
James, Jerlene, Lynn and
Kesha Sullivan filed the
suit on behalf of Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course in
November. The defendants in the suit are the
University, its Board of
Regents and Murray State
President Kern Alexander.
The suit seeks an injunction to shut down the oper·
ation at its current location,
and the Sullivans are also
seeking loss of property
value anrl n~>n;onal injury
~

damages, as well as pain
and suffering.
Arguments were made
Jan. 8 in the Calloway
County Circuit Court. University General Counsel
John Rail contested the suit
should be dropped. Rail
said during court proceed·
ings Murrav
State is subt
ject to sovereign immunity
because it operates under
the control of state government with state money.
The Sullivans' attorney,
Henry Graddy, said he recognized the University
would try to play its sovereign immunity card.
"We think the law of
Kentucky is dear that entities of the government,
even when they are per-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Remember,
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a driver!
-From the stall ol
The

Murra~

forming government functions, are not allowed to
destroy somebody else's
property," Graddy said.
Graddy said he questions whether sovereign
immunity applil~S in this
case at all . He snid research
has convinced him sovereign immunity only protects those things that have
been detemuned to be
essential
government
activities funded by public
money.
Rail had no comment.
Circuit Court Judge
Dennis Foust intended to
have a decision last week,
but he said sovereign
immunity is a difficult area
of law. Foust is conducting
more research.

• Free Pregnancy Test
• Information About ALL Choices
• Caring and Confidential Help
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NEWS

PARENTS: Keep up with MSU
events. Subcribe to The Murray
State News for $15 a year~ Write
us at: 2609 University Si utior-1, l l l
Wilson HAIL Murray KY 42071

State News

CABLE TELEVISION
Money motivated individuals
needed to promote products and
events on campus. The nation's
leader in college marketing is
seeking an assertive, energetic,
entrepreneurial student to
promote products and events on
campus. We need proven
money makers ... not people that
think they want to eam money!
• Be your own boss!
• Set your own hours!
• Make what you're worth!
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

IS NOW AVAILABLE!!

Benefit from the following:
'*Free Installation
*Competitive Rates
*One payment for all MES Services!
*Phones answered 24 hours by personnel
Call Today to Make a n Appointment!

800.487.2434 Ext. 4651

campusrepS'americanpassage.com

753-5312
ELECTRIC POWER & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

www.thenews.org

PO Box 1095 401 Olive Street Murray Kentucky 42071
Phone: (270) 753-5312
Fax: (270) 753-6494

Intro.d udng...

Coffee Online
Watch for our Grand Opening the weel< of Feb 12t
Now Open! 7a.m.- 7p.m. Monday-Friday
Featuring ... [ o ffe e I} Pastries
plus .... Free Internet Recess and Laptops

Located @Cunis Center Stables with Suns~et Strips
For more information contact Food Seruices

762-4600
acer Elite meal plans
coming soon!
\
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em en
Students share
proposal stories
dozen roses and the note said, 'Don't
worry about anything, God is going to that.
make everything OK.'
"I was like, 'It's
Proposing can be a tricky thing.
"So I thought that he talked to my August, what are you talkKeeping the proposal a secret, getting parents and they wanted us to wait or ing about?' But when I got back
the ring on time and making sure the something. So we left and he started to my parents' house, I went up to
other person will say "yes" are a few driving to the lake. We stopped by the my room and saw that the bag was out
worries. A few Murray State students lake and talked for a while, and he said and I knew she had seen it. So, l went .
and alumni shared their engagement that he had talked to my parents and downstairs and said something like,
stories with "The Murray State News." our pc1stor and we had their blessings. 'We need to go for a drive,' and I asked
Then he said, 'That brings me to this her while we were driving."
Clzris Estes, non-traditimwl student
question: Will you make me the happifrom
Phoenix, speaks of l1is propoSlll to
est man alive and marry me?'"
Parents', pastor's blessing
Mindy
Estes, a December 2000 masters
Je1lny Widmer, December 2000 graduate
graduote
from He11derson. The co11ple was
makes couple happy
from Paduca1I, tells of her engagement to
married
in
December of 1998.
"We met in November, and w~
Rklzie Cle11dme11. Tile couple will be married on fwte 30.
knew from the third day we knew
e,tch other U1at it was meant to be.
I Ie's a missionary and was leaving on
His heart was booked
Driving into maniage
Jan. 3 to go to Romania for a mission
" I h<td written a novel and for
trip .md .s o l went to say gO<ldbye to
"First of all, I let her pick out her Christmas she was going to ha\·e it
him on Jan. 2.
own ring. Good advice to aU the guys,
bound for me. l found out what she
"The day before he had asked let her
was
planning to do, so I wrote n dediwhether it was too soon for us to get pick out something she wants to wear.
cation for her and gave it to her mom.
l'ngagcd. I told him that he had to get
the bles..'>ing of my parents and our pas- "Anyway, we had ordered it month..c; Her mom was in on the whole thing.
"So Christmas morning she gave it
tor before we could. So, it was the day before, but when it came in, I left the
to me and I turned around and l'aid, 'It
before he left ,md we were at his houge
bag in my room by accident. So we had
and all his family was there. He askcu if
has something in it for you too,' and
gone out to dinner and she kept hintl wanted to go get something to cal. I
showed her the dedication. It w.1s this
ing like, 'Well, it's getting pretty close
had been crying all day and r~ally didto Christmas,' and 'You know my little thing about how speci.1l she was
n't fl>ellike it, but he kept persisting. As
birthday is coming up,' and stuff iike to me and stuff like that, and she cried.
we were going to leave, he gave me a
''We went on and did the rest of the
8Y WINDY MOHEAD
STAFF WRITER

Christmas stuff and then I told her to
stand up nnd read the dedication
again, but this time out loud. The first
word of each sentence said 'Will you
be my companion for life?' It was
great, her whole family was there."
Chris Rissler, senior from Louisville,
tell$ about ltis proposal to Laura Tracy,
from Loui~"Ville. Tiley will be married 011
A11g. 3.

A trade in on a class ring
"Well, in all honesty I asked her four
times. We talked about it forever

before we made anything official. The
third time I just asked her if she w<)uld
mind wearing her class ring on n dif·
ferent finger. We bought a ring later.
"The day it came in she was ha\'ing
a really bad day, so I took her class
ring and said, 'I don't want you wearing this anymore,' and pulled out her
(cng.lgement) ring and said, 'I want
you to wear this one.' I got tears from
her that time."
Ben Call, senior from Murray, rem/Is
/tis engagement to Gin:;:er Call, se11ior
from Murmy. Tltey were married 011 Dec.
2, 2000.

A certain ring to it: Engagement rings offer many eptions
BY JENNIE RIPPERDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The symptoms include a dry mouth and sweaty
palms. No, it is not a life threatening emergency.
It's time to buy an engagement ring.
Some would argue the most nerve-wracking
part of enga.gement is choosing the right ring.
No set guidelines for buying an engagement
ring exist, but one might want to keep a few traditions in mind.

durable as platinum, it is less expensive.
Of course, the traditional gold is still a popular
choice for engagement rings. Yellow gold has
remained substantially popul.u because it is
believed to ret1ect the warmth and love of marriage, according to "'""''w.theknot.com.
A dual tone band, or a band with both gold and
another metal, is actually what started the platinurn craze, according to theknot.com.
The quality of the diamond, determined by
carat weight, is as important as the band

~ying'...~ the-cosr'Of~ ~~~mg ~ whkl\ lJ:r'lt~rs~.

.

ring is UW· it ·~· -tiOt ~ l1i.Or.:>'· ~tan two ' ·. Tallte.rs said. a taH~lt.
months sn!ary/' said 'Seth Taber'$, ~· ol ~Uiri
.
:Michelson Jewelers, me., in Murray "Most people
Otherdo spend between $1,000 and $2,000 on engage-

'=-.thesize

of the :rock on your .sWeetie's

~~~~~7~~~·~~ofalsO
metal

lr

..

color, clarity or carat weight," l'abers said.
Clarity is judged by the presence or absence of
inclusions within the diamond and blemishes on
its surfaces. A diamond with few fl.1ws is rare and
more expensive than one with flaws.

While many factors should be considered,
www.theknot.com offers one rule of thumb to
make buying the ring a little easier. It suggests
buying a ring as if you want it to Jao;t as long as
your m<Hriage.

-ON PAGE 12-
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Oara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Cinema
InternationalFrench
film
"Beau Travail,"
Curris
Center
Theater, 7:30p.m.
Free admission.
• Campus
Lights"The
Wizard of Oz,"
Lovett Auditorium,
8
p.m.
Admission is $5
for adults and $3
for students and
senior citizens.
• Rifl e- Roger
Withrow Invitational, Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Cinema
I n ternationalFrench
film
"Beau Travail,"
Curris
Center
Theater, 7:30p.m.
Free admission.
• Cam p us
lights"The
Wizard of Oz,"
Lovett Auditorium,
8
p.m.
Admission is $5
for adults and $3
for students and
senior citizens.
• Rifle- • Roger
Withrow Invitational, Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Bible
studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.
• Campus
Lights"The
Wizard of Oz,"
Lovett Auditorium, 1:30 p.m.
Admission is $5
for adults and $3
for students and
senior citizens.
• Rifl eRoger
Withrow Invitational, Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• MeetingNational Student
Exchange meeting, Curris Center
Tennessee Room,
4 to 5 p.m.
• Bible StudyChi Alpha, Curris
Center Mississippi Room, 9 p.m.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• Black Student
Council- Meeting, Curris Center
Barkley Room, 6
p.m.
• CAB- Campus
Activities Board,
meeting, Curris
Center Tennessee
Room, 4:30 p.m.
• Recital- Guest
artist recital, Performing
Arts
Hall, 8 p.m. Free
admission.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
• SGA- Student
Government
Association Student Senate meeting, Curds Center
Barkley Room, 5
p.m.
• WorshipMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Curris
Center Theater, 7
p.m.

• ExhibitSusanne Slavick
Exhibition, Clara
M. Eagle Art
Gallery.
•Job fat~
Summer Job Fair,
Curris
Cen ter
Dance Lounge, 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
• Concert"Strike Up the
Bands," Lovett
Auditorium,
8
p.m. Free admi&sion.
•Cinema
Inte r nationalGerman
film
"Jacob the Liar,"
Curris
Center
Theater, 7:30 p .m .
Free admission.

Candy-coated soundtrack good make-out music

Music
Review
Album: "Save
the Last Dance"
Soundtrack
Grade: B +
Comments:
"The album is a
nice blend of
rap, hip-hop
and R&:B that
should be
added to the
collection of
make-out
music."

Bv ScoTT G1aso N
ASSISTANT COU£GE IJFE EoiTOfl

The "Save the Last Dance" soundtrack is abundant with candy-coated
R&B, rap and hip-hop songs ranging
from crude to cute.
"Shining Through/' the film's theme
song, is the most serious one on the
album. The song bears a strong social
and personal message to people in
times of trouble.. Fredo Starr, formerly
of Onyx, raps candidly about troubles
faced by poor teens, while Jill Scott soulfully sings the chorus, which closely
resembles Cyndi Lauper's 1986 hit
"True Colors."
Lucy Pearl, founded by former members of Tony! Toni! Tone!, A Tribe
Called Quest and En Vogue, alongside
guest vocalists Snoop Dogg and Q-Tip,
sing the album's second track, "You,"
which is appealingly romantic and not
just another sappy love song.
1<-Ci and JoJo's new hit song,

"Crazy," is also featured on the soundtrack. The slow, melodic love song
delivers a refreshing change of style
with its electronically enhanced vocals.
Babyface's brother, I<evon Edmonds,
contributes "Move it Slow," a ballad full
of sexual cliches and obvious lyrics
Among the love ballads and swooning songs, Pink, best known for her hit
song, "There You Go," has offered up
her catchy hip-hop song, "You Make
Me Sick." Ice Cube also has a spot on
the album with last year's hit "You Can
Do It," featuring Mack 10 and Ms. Toi.
Montell Jordan, who writes his own
lyrics, seems thoughtful in his song,
''Get It On Tonite." Jordan is caught
between raunchy sexuality and mushy
sentimentality. "Get It On Tonite" is the
best of both worlds, good for dancing or
laying back and relaxing on the couch
with that special someone.
The album is a nice blend of rap, hiphop and R&B that should be added to
the collection of make-out music.

....
Top

l. SoancltnCic
"Save the Lut

Dance"
2. SnoopDog
''The Last Meal"
3. Outkaat

"Stankonia11
4. Jennife:r
Lopez

NJ, Lo"

5. Ump Blzldt
"Chocolate
Starfish and the
Hot Dog
Flavored Water"

Paramount Pictures

The "Save The Last Dance" soundtrack offers a mix of rap. R&B and hip-hop
Including such artists as Pink, K-Ci and Jo.Jo and Montell Jordan.

Sourct: Su1tld
Boulevard and
Terrapin Stillion
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• Bridal Bouquets
• Boutonnieres
•Alter Flowers
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til/aU

Starting Feb. 1
New Hours:
Mon - Sat 10 a.m.-6 p.m .
Sun 1-5 p.m.

Free Consultation!
Call today for your appointment.
Bel Air Shopping Center

SUZANNE ROBERTS
Owner

7400 Old Hwy. 60 West
W. Paducah, KY 42086
(270) 744-6841
~I

10% OFF with MSU ID
on all new accounts
Shoppes at Mur ray
759-1857 • fax 759-1878

The

Value Leader

We nlake it

.. . ' . Diamonds Say
-~

•rff2w. ~ ..

" This area 's complete bridal service."
Bridal Apparel • Mother of the Bride • Flower Girl
(Alfred Angelo, Jessica McClintock, Alyce, and others)
Spring Formals • Invitations • Jim's Tuxedos
Dyeable Shoes and Accessories

~

,A J>i~e~ "6 Calu

Cfbe

Homemade Goodies for
Birthdays, Weddings,
Anniversaries and More!
VickyYoung
7158 S. 12th St.

712 Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N.
{Adjacent to JCPenney)
(270) 753-7695

209 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071 • (270) 767-0350
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.Campus Lights celebrates 64 years with 'Wizard of Oz'
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAFF WRITER

1

,
,

•

1

l

While the skies may not be blue, that
somewhere over the rainbow is in Murray this weekend.
The journey into the mind of a girl,
"The Wizard of Oz," presented by Phi
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota,
debuted yesterday in Lovett Auditorium. This is the 64th Campus Lights pro·
duction.
The story is well-known. Dorothy,
played by Leslie Ewald, senior from
Dahlgren, lll., dreams of getting away
from her Kansas farm . After a tornado
strikes the farm, she and her dog Toto
are whisked away to a magical land
called Oz, where they encounter many
adventures in their attempts at a return
home.
" 'The Wizard of Oz' has passed the test
of time and Dorothy's kind and gentle
nature continues to :-;teal hearts of all her
viewers," said Ewald, who is performing in her third Campus Lights production. "It is a great honor to be associated
with such a well-known and well-loved
character."
Kathy Dobbins, sophomore from
Hopkinsville, plays Glinda the Good
Witch of the North. Darren Herring,
senior from frankfort; Aaron Walls,
junior from Effingham, Ul.; and Dustin
Cunningham, freshman from Louisville,

play the Cowardly Lion, the Scarecrow
and the Tin Man, respectively.
Dobbins said she had trouble getting
into the characters at first, until she was
given some insight.
"Glinda is the perfect image of
Dorothy's mom," she said. "Her mom
died, which is why she lived with Auntie Em and Uncle Henry. She wac; a protector but still let Dorothy make mistakes.
"I've liked 'Wizard of Oz' since I was
itty·bitty and this put a ::;pin on the story
and changed my view of her."
Assistant Director Stephen Kenny,
senior from Louisville, said it wa::o challenging and rewarding to incorporate 15
children, who played M unchkins, into
the cast.
"TI1e hardest problem was having a
cast of 15 children with a cast of abut 30
adults," Kenny said. "At first we separated them into ~·o groups. I was in
charge of the kids and they' re a lot more
intelligent than people give them crl·dit
for. They caught on very quickly."
Others gained support from the children during the play's hectic schedule.
"The Munchkins are very support·
ive," Ewald said . "They're constantly
stopping me backstage ben...·een scenes
to give me a hug and tell me I'm doing a
great job. They're my inspiration."
"The Wizard of Oz" performances are

Photos By
Ryan Brooks

today and S.1turday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 1:30 p .m.
Tickets are $3 for students and senior
citizens and $5 for ndults.
Campus Lights is one of the oldest
campus tr,lditions. TI1c first production
was held to help pay for the Phi Mu
AJpha chapter. Now the music fratcrni ·
ty, with music sorority Sigma Alpha
Iota, offer one four-year schol.trs hip
each year, and provide other lesser
ones.
Some proceeds from "The Wiz.ard of
Oz'' will be used for those scholnr::;hips.

(Abo\'e) Re becca
Sp eciale, senior from
R olling
Mills,
111.,
b ecomes the Wicked
Witch with help from
Natalie
Krupansky,
jun ior from Paducah.
( Rig h t) Leslie Ewald,
sen ior fro m Dahlgren.
Ill., sings '"O ver the
Ra inbow'' as Dorothy.

Residential colleges organize Super Bowl, 'Survivor II' events
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAff WRITER

Super Bowl XXXV will be more than
offense and defense. It will be a spectacle of crowd-drawing commercials, a
half-time show featu ring Aerosmith
and N'Sync and the debu t of "Survivor
ll''
"We're having a little gathering
where we'll show the game and serve
refreshments," Franklin College Prcsi-

dent Brad Simmons said.
Traditionally football fans have bt•en
predominantly male. Some residential
college~ are anticipating thb stereotype,
with men focusing on the action
between the Ba ltimore Ravens and the
New York G iants.
"Since Franklin is three floors of guys
and one floor of girls, about threefourths of the people ~ovho go to our programs are guys," Simmons said .
Some residential colleges arc attempt-

ing to entice more fem,1les to allt.'nd the
Elizabeth College is holding n contest
program by celebrating the debut of to make "Survivor ll" as competitive as
"Surl.'ivo r II," which shows after the the Super Bowl.
game. Hester ,md Elizabeth collt.>ges arc • " As a matter of fact, our social chair
including the show in their progmms.
wanted to use 'Survivor II' to bring in
"I think more guys may watch the more females:' Blilabeth College Presigame because they .1re usually more dent Levi Burkett said. "We're going to
interested in sports, but r think sho~ing have a contest with prizes to sec who
'Survivor II' will make more females can guess who will be kicked nff the
interested," said Kelly Swartz, Hester island fir~t. "
College programrnln~ assistant.
Hester College is also attempting to

Come join us for the
Millennium Perm Special!

$20.01*

the same prof essional perms you have always counted on.

12th STREET FLORAL

Sham

Cut &

draw a large crowd by using a projection sc.:reen.
"We're making signs to let people
know about the program," Swartz said.
''We are also trying to get a projL'Ction
scn'en to show the game on the big
screen . Right now it's broken, so we're
trying to find another one."
Super Bowl XXXV airs on CBS, with
kick off around 5 p.m. "Survivor II" follows the game.

Celebrate your spedtll dtzy with BALLOONS!
Heart
.
• t •
Balloon Bride
Groom

Included

110 N. 12th St. in Murray

7S3-Q.S67

Full Service Hair Salo n • Walk·lns Only
'Long hair, epeclalty wrapt, 1nd color trHted extrl.
Not Valid With Any Other Dlecounta
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CURRENT 8Bll2AL REGISTRY
Kelsey Christopher & Ben Miller
Megan Conn & Mitchell McClain
Debbie Dameron & Kim Dameron
Barbara Heflin & Patrick Kough
Christy Holland & Chad Briscoe
Hastmgs Housden & Trent Benitone
Vanessa Johns & Kristopher Durfee
Kim Jones & Jeff Slone
Mary Joanna Neely-Ross & Zach Ross
Jennifer Parl<er & Justin King
Elaine Ratliff & David Farris
Sharon Ailey & Chns Paschall
Misty Roberts & Chris Thorn
Lea Ann Sallengs & Brian Scott Miller
Kelly D Tucker & Patrick Campbell
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Fomwl JJear ami
Limousim•

~P. ~~

&..

~Ping ~Q)

Murray
State
Uni versi ty
Food
Services
Serving
students,
faculty and
staff for any
on campus
catering
needs.
For more information
contact Terri Benton

762-2746

Book your limo now for prom.
8, 10 and 12 Passenger Limos
e Tu\ cdos (5 paid-groorn'li free)- All Slyles A\'aiJablc
• Wt•ddlng Gowns- May Purchase or Rent
• Bridesmaid & Flower Girl Dresses ID•srounrs w'tuxe<los. rurchasc or rent )
• Complete Wedding Chapel Package A\'ailablc

Brides... Reglster fo r

<I II' •'-' \I \IL 10 IU (,I.., I I

I~

• Custom designed one of a

kind pieces

2001 Giveaway

: Bride's Name: - - - - -

Extra\'aganza!

I Address: _ __ _ _ __

7 Day, 6 Night HoneyMoon Lodging
Wedding Tuxedos-Free Rent~ I
Free Wedding Gown Rental
Wedding Planner
Cake Topper
Free Limousme Serv1ce

I Phone #: - - - - - I Groom':; Numc: - -- --

304 l\hun

i)t

Murr.IY
753-1300
l·li88 %7-675?

• rJest quality and prices in
the area

1Address: _ __ __ __
1Phone#: _ _ _ _ _ __

1Wedding Date.·_ __ __
URI'<; I ' Hm \ rRU: Cll· I!

Court Square West
Paris. TN 38242

90 1·642-5300
1-888-958-9879

Open Tuesday-Saturday 1Oa.m.-6p.m.
Closed on Sunday and Monday
Garth Tidwell

Doctor of Jewelry Arts
Owner

.-._..,.,,_ _ Master Jeweler

Advertise with The Murray State News!!!
\

Gemologist

Located in
Olympic Plaza
Phone: 753·1968
Fax: 753- 1963

CollegeLife
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Coffee Online mixes caffeine, Web surfing at reasonable price
BYMELISSA STONEBERGER
COLlEGE IJFE EDITOR

Beverages and computers - a
concept prohibited in Murray
State computer labs - is now
encouraged by Food Services in
its newest endeavor.
Coffee Online, which shares
dining room space with Sunset
Strips on the Curris Center first
floor, opened Monday morning
to serve students gourmet coffee,
muffins, cookies and a free slice
of the Net.
"This type of coffee service is
popular across the country and
we thought that it would be popular with Murray State students," said Bill Benriter, director of Food Services.

Employee, Alyssia Wildman,
seruor from Indianapolis, said
not many people have been taking advantage of the cafe, but
she expects that to change.
"The computers are ruce, it's a
good study environment and
there's a patio where you can go
out and smoke," she said. '1n the
morning you can see the sun
come up from the windows."
Coffee Online offers a variety
of coffees, including cappuccino,
cafe latte and cafe mocha. It also
offers hot chocolate and pastries.
The most expensive menu item
is cafe mocha, at $2.25. A regular
cup of coffee is 55 cents. Daily
coffee specia Is will begin once
the store establishes itself, Benriter said.

The shop is open from 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m. If students' request
later or weekend hours, the
hours may change, Benriter said.
Six computers and two laptops
with Internet connections are
available for use. They may be
used for two hours at a time with
a Racercard.
Benriter said students can currently use cash and declining
balance to pay for their edibles in
Coffee Online. Upperclassmen
will soon be able to use Racer
Elite plans.
Benriter also said the room
was redecorated to make it
appear more comfortable. New
carpet and some couches were
added. The fireplace in the center of the room will soon be oper-

ational.
Aaron Lunday, junior from
Owensboro, said he enjoys the
Internet access. He said he often
checks his e-mail after working
out in the Fitness Center in the
mornings.
"It's convenient," Lunday
said. "It's a good thing."
Students like Lunday are
exactly who Benriter is hoping
Coffee Online attracts.
"We're going to make it a comfortable place students will
enjoy," Benriter said.
The grand opening will be Feb.
12, but Wildman recommends
visiting the shop before then.
Said Wildman: "It's a good
way to get somebody into a
motivated mood."

Coffee Online opened Monday in the Curris Center. It offers
gourmet coffees and free Internet service for patrons.

Community members, professors offer advice for long lasting marriage
BY

YUSUKE MORITA

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While the starry-eyed lovers
contemplating a walk down the
aisle may not want to accept it,
marriage is work
"People don't really understand what it requires to make a
marriage work," said Thomas
Robinson, assistant psychology
professor. "People are so quick
to think about divorce or willing
to divorce because it is easily

available."
Stuart and Gloria Shull, owners of Gloria's World Village
Foods and married for 24 years,
share Robinson's opinion.
"You have to work extremely
hard in making a good marriage," Stuart said. "In marriage,
if you want your wife to treat
you like a king, then you have to
treat her like a queen."
The Shulls said it is important
to listen to one another, to
respect one another and to put

the other first.
"In the Bible, it says husband
and wife are to respect each
other," Gloria said.
The Shulls said they enjoy
reading the Bible and praying
together every morning. But is it
necessary for a couple to have
similar interests, hobbies or
careers?
"I think it is important when
you are dating to try to find
someone who has similar
beliefs," Stuart said.

Robinson, married for six
years, said it is good for married
couples to have different interests so they can enhance one
another. But couples need similar goals and basic core values.
Not only have Robert and Kate
Lochte been married for 28
years, but they both work at
Murray State. He is a journalism
and mass communication professor, while she is the WKMSFM station manager. Both had
advice on marriage.

" Follow your heart, .md be
patient," said Kate.
Robert had similar matrimonial advice.
Solving .m argument is just a
matter of realizing one is upset
about the other's behavior without criticizing their personality,
he said.
Patience is integral to a successful marriage because IO\'e
has st.lg(~S .
Robinson said the first stage of
love, romantic love, will not last

forever. He suggested ways to
keep the relationship interesting.
Writing little nolt>.s, going out
on a date C\'cry once in a while
and giving flowers for no reason
<lrc some of Robinson's suggestions to "break the routine."
" You really have to look at
marriage," Robinson said .
Couples should discuss who is
going to work, if and when they
want to haw children, and who
will sacrifice a career if necessary, Robinson said.

Best Damn Pizza in
the Greater
Metropolitan
Buchanan area
plus Shrimp,
Enchiladas,
Sandwiches
and Cold Beer

715 S. 12tfi St.
753-1181
Gallons/Half Gallons of Milk
All 20oz bottles

$2.69/1.79
$0.89

Winter Specials

Coffee

49¢

Any size fountain drink

49¢

Cigarettes • Phillip Mo"ls Brands 3 pack special
or any carton. Receive a free $0.99 lighter.

CiilNA l'UfffT

4

Cappuccino

10¢

Super Bowl Sunday

10°/o Off with MSU Student ID ,

All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad& lee Cream

~

600 N. 12th St. (Next door to Taco John's)
~
Central Shopping Center • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-8916
~__.,

t
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Playing live•••••
J ~~~~C9r:D

{901)·247·5221
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Noon.

6

13 miles south of Mur ray on 121 on the Stateline
901-232- 83 23

Gay? Lesbian? Bisexual? Straight?
Earn money and marketing
experience! The nation's
leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic,
entrepreneurial student to
promote products and
events on campus.
• Great earnings
• Set your own hours
• Part·time
• No sales involved
• 5- 10 hours per week
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

Puryear, TN

..
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College Night
No Cover ~/MSU ID

Dave's Birthday Bash
FREE HOOCH

-

Now open sundays
807 N. 12th St.
in front of Wai-Mart
Lotto Special- Gimme
3P8 + 3LK for $5
_}.! !!..·_ ~ .!.
~

Wednesday

Friday, Jan. 26

'

'

&

p.m. • Sun.: 10:30 a.m.- 9:30 p.m.

--

Cold Beer -& Good .Food.

OPEN DAILY
Mon.- Thur.: 10:30 a.m. - 10 p.m. • Fri. Sat.: 10:30 a.m.10 :3~

.

800.487.2434 Ext. 4651

A~~ij~[]l}CG@J
Students Empowered by Diversity

Weekly Meetings:
Thursdays at 8 p.m.
For further information, contact:
Tavares Jones 762-4253
orViktor Kerney 762-6256
www.allia nce -us. homepa ge .com

campusrep@americanpassage.com

Kitchen Now OPen
Killer Cheeseburgers

HaPPY

Hour

Tues. · Sun. 6 · 1 P.m.
2ferTuesday

"Alittle ol' bar in Tennessee''
14 miles South of MurraY
12 t s .. 1 mile Past state line
rgo 1J 232·8585

(

Games and Prizes
2Cheeseburgers for $4
$2Cover • 2Longnecks for $3
2Pitchers for $5 • OJ &Dancing
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Another unlikely hero steps up for Racer~
I

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

It was a game that lived up to all of its expectations.,
but when the smoke cleared, another unlikely MSU
hero had won a down-to-the-wire game with Austin
Peay at the Regional Special Events Center.
In front of 5,471 fans, including New jersey Nets,
Washington • Wizards, Dallas Mavericks and Boston
Celtics scouts, Justin Burdine, junior from Savannah,
Tenn., hit two dutch free throws with 30.8 seconds left,
und contributed to knocking the ball away from Austin
Peay's Nick Stapleton behind the three-point line with
a few seconds left to clinch a 76-74 victory for the Racers.
last season at RSEC, former Racer Marlon Towns
banked in a putback shot near the end of overtime to
give the Racers the win.
Burdine, who led the Racers in scoring with 20
points, said the Murray State players and coaches anticipated Austin Peay would go for the win with a three.
"They had been running a high screen and roll to get
that three-point shot," Burdine said. "On the way out to
lhe play, I told Ike to make sure he gives me good help,
bL>eause he's (Stapleton) going to come off and try to
shoot it. Ike then gave me some good help and deflected the ball away."
Isaac Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., and
Co-OVC Preseason Player of the Year, scored 17 points
with eight assists and six rebounds. Most of those
assists went to Burdine and Chris Shumate, sophomore
from Lousiville, on the wings for crucial three-pointers.
Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson said that type
of inside-outside attack from Spencer was what he had
envisioned going into this season.
Andl!rson also complementL>d Burdine and Antione
Whelchel, sophomore from Gainesville, Ga., as they sat
down for the post-game pre;s conference. Burdine and
Whelchel, both starters at the beginning of the season,
were movt.>d to a coming-off-the-bench-role at the
SEMO game on jan. 11. The change has rL'Sulted in a 41 r<.'Cord since.
"I want them to concentrate on the roles they're playing right now," Anderson said. " I know Antoine and JB
here want to start. But r think we've found the right
combination, because the rote they're playing right
now, is why we won thret• games in this homestand.
"They played major minutes and played a major
role," he said. "I think they're both unselfish, they want
their ballclub to win, and they're willing to do anything
to help us win. Starting is one thing, but who finishes
the game is the most important thing, and these two

guys finished the game for us tonight."
Anderson also bestowed a new nickname to Burdine, "Microwave." Basketball fans may rcmcmbl~r
f<tmous sixth man Vinnie "The Microwave" johnson,
who was one of the key components to the Detroit
Pistons NBA Championships in 1989 and 1Y<JO.
"I guess it's alright if he gave it to me," Burdine
said with a laugh.
Whelchel and Cuthbert Victor, freshman from St.
Croix, Virgin Islands, eire\'\' the task of defending
Austin Peay forward Trenton Hassell, who was the
other Co-OVC Preseason Player of the Year.
Hassell was one of two players, along with Spencer,
the scouts had probably come to watch. Hassell was
held to 14 points on four-of-10 shooting with seven
assists and 10 rebounds.
Although Hassell had above aver.1ge numbers in
rebounds and assists. the Racers felt they did an .tdequate job against him.
"We all know he's a great athlete," Whelchel snid.
"With it being Cuthy and my first ye<~r playing, that
was a challenge for us. I think we stepped up ,md
played it well. If we want to win the OVC, we have to
stop Trenton Hassell and Austin Pt•ay. We didn't do
a great job on h im, but we did enough to win."
The atmosphere at RSEC, which has been under
heavy scrutiny since its first game in 1998, seemed to
be at one of its loudest and active levels in recent
memory. Coach Anderson noticed this, and sprinted
to the student fans on the endline, pumping his fists
in appreciation for their support. The players also
noticed the improved fan response.
"I think they did a great job tonight, and the fans
are starting to come around," Spencer said. "We stnrt·
ed out the season kinda sluggish and I believe a lot of
them lost faith in us. But we don't worry about if the
crowd will come out, because in our hearts, we know
we're a good team, and we're going to prove it to the
city and the school that we are a go~>d team."
Last night, Murray State traveled to 'I <•nnessee Tech
for a regionally televised game on Fox Sports South
that would determine who would sit alone atop the
OVC standings going into the last week of j,muary.
Both teams entered the contest at 5-1 in the OVC, as
previously undefeated Tech lost at Tennessee St<tte
on Saturday.
"Last year we shared the championship, and we're
sharing the lead right ndw," Anderson said. "I wnnt
it by ourselves. Our guys are going to compete to
come back in first place."
•

Phoros by laura Dearon/The News
(1'op left)
C hr is Shumate, sophomore
from Louis,·ille, attempts a
.layup against two Austin Peay
players. No foul was caJJed.
(Left)
APSU's Trenton Hassell looks
for somewhere to go against
Cuthber t Victor. freshman from
St. Croix, Virgin Islands.
(Right)
Isaac Spencer, senior from
Montgomery, Ala .• celebrates
with Andi Hornig, freshman
fro m ldstein, Germany, and
Shumate after fin al buzzer.

Lady Colonels drum Lady Racers
out of home stand, into long road trip
STAFF REPORT

Committing 31 turnovers in a sloppy, fast-paced
contc!it, the Lady Racer's three-gnme win streak
cndetl with .m HS·li3 los:-. to Eastern Kentucky on
Saturday in the Rt~giun.tl Special Events Center.
Trailing 47-.30 at the half, Murray State (6·13, 44 OVC) opent•d up the !iecond frame with a 9-2
run. Liz Stan:.berry, :-.cnior from Bargersville, Ind.,
capped off the run with a three-pointer to narrO\'•t
the Lady Colonel l~ad to 49-3. But that would be
as close as the Lady Racers would come, as EKU
put to~ethcr n 19-9 run to seal the victory.
Along with forcing 31 tumon~rs, EKU (13-4, 5-1
OVC) had 22 steals nnd 24 assisb. They held the
Lady Racers In 36 percent shooting from the field
in the second half and 40 percent shouting for the
game.
Despite the loss, the Lady Racers received
another ::.olid pcrformanct• from Monika Gadson,
senior from Birmingh.1m, Ala . She led the team
with 26 points, 13 rebound~ and two blocked
shots.
Point ~tr.1rd KIMdija Hc,1d, sophomore from
Atlanta, dishl'd Ollt a g.une-hi~h :.even assists but
,,(so had eight turnovers. With the result, EKU
rcm.1ined in second place in the Ohio Valley Conference, while Murr.1y Stale dropped to fifth.
After traveling to OVC leader Tennessee Tech
last night, the L:1dy Racers hope to avenge edrlier
Sl•ason Joo.;ses in their thrt•e OVC match-ups. They
will to UT-Mnrtin on Feb. 2 and Austin Peay on
Feb. 6, before ho~ting Sou thea~t Missouri State on
Feb.8.
1

1\ani Rubed;/The News

Eniko Vrrehes, junior fro m Buda pest. Hungary.
dribbles the ball up court in the Lady Racers
85-63 loss on Saturday to Eastern Kentucky.
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MuiTay State 76 •
Austin Peay 74. ·'
RECORDS: MURRAY
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STATf 10-7 (5-l

OVC), AUSTIN PEAY .,
13-6 (4·3 OVC). ,n
KEY

PtAYERS:
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JUSTIN BURDINE, 20

POINTS, FIVE ASSI~TS;

ISAAC SPENCER,

..

17

POINTS, EIGHT

ASSISTS, SIX
REBOUNDS, THREE •,!•,
STEALS.
COMMENTS:

"WE • ~~

STARTED OIJT THE SEA·
SON I<INDA StuGGISi
AND

I BELlM A lOf-

OF THEM LOST FAITH

IN US. BUT WE DON'T
WORRY ABOUT If TI-lE
CROWD WILL COME
I

OUT, BECAUSE IN OUR
1

HEARTS, WE KNOW

WE'RE A GOOD TEAM,'
AND WE'RE GOING
TO PROVE IT TO THE

CITY AND THE
SCHOOL THAT

I

we A'RE
n~

A GOOD TEAM:

-SPENCER, ON HIS

11 I

REACTION TO THE

U

IMPROVED FAN
EXCITMENT ABOUT
THIS SEASON.

Find out what
append tast night ·
with the Racers and
Lady Racers games
ktt Tennessee TecH
ip the sports
-,
'section of "The · .,. . .
Murray State News·Online" at
:WWW.thenews.of'St ..
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Sportsmanship lost art in Big Eas~
Sports Talk !
. '''

It isn't if you win or lose; it's how you
play the game.
Remember your little league coach
telling you that before the first game back
when you still had diaper rash? We all
know that victory b sweet when the
buzzer goes off and your team is the victor. And I would do anything to attain
that adrenaline whenever possible.
Most of us tend to be civil toward the
loser because we sympathize with them in
a way. I always hated to lose, but appreciated the winning teams respe<:tful attitude
toward me whenever we filed in line and
told one another good game.
My flag football team, the Hart Ravens,
had the honor to compete in the National
Flag Football Tournament in New
Orleans during Winter Break. Someone
upstairs decided to play a nasty joke on us
and sent the South's idea of a blizzard to
Murray, snowing in our seventh man. ls it
just me, or does Murray believe that using
a cup of salt per square mile will work?
Most teams would scre.1m a ~ries of
profuse curses and try to tackle each other
for this unfair situation. We were one man
down and had no subs, but we traveled to
the Big Easy our heads held high, determined to win.
The toumamcnt was unreal, J had no
idea flag football was such a treasured
sport in the Deep South. We were driven
into the ground by the first team we
played, the Georgia state champions.
These people took their flag football
seriously, but were still polite, showing
their southern hospitality by helping me
up after I fell face first in the mud again.

We had been massacred, but I had to
grudgingly respect the way they took
their victory.
The second team we battled was from
r
Mississippi, and I still see rt.'<.i wht•never J
think of those short, back-wuodl•t.:l little
brats. Let me reiterate we were one m,1n
down. They had 14 girls on thL•ir team and
beat us by two touchdown::..
These little hicks would cel«.'bratc every
yard gained with exaggerated high fivt.os
and repeatedly yelling, "Who's your
MATHENY
daddy?'' toward our six plilyers. The
coaches joined in on the fun screaming
" ... WHILE •
'
profanities to us on the field , E\'~n the refs
noticed this, and tril>d to quiet the team's THERE ARE SOR~1
teasing. TI1ey would stop for a minute and LOSERS OUT IN ; 1•
just start back up again.
THE WORLD
Every bone in my body just wanted to
SPORTS, THERE :
take all of those fun lo\'ing, tmogant
witches out to some secluded area, and ARE AlSO SORE ..!
drown every last one of them in ~wamp
WINNERS."
water and fet.>d them to some alligator.
Well, maybe not. I wouldn't want the alligator to get indigestion.
The decline of sportsmcmship I witnessed on that field mad!.! me realize
while there are many sore losers out in the
world of sports, there are ill~o sore winI
ners. And that is a sting thnt bums more
I
I
than any insult Jcould CVl'r Tl'Cl'iVe.
1,
Winners should relish in thl•ir victory
It
I
with their teamrnalt!S, not c1l the other
I
team that is already upset for losing. If hell
I,
•
freezes over and I do encounter that team
I
again, I'll make sure I'm cl•)Se to a swamp.

'
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Krista Maflu:my lS astaffwntcr for "Tfrt' Mrtrrny Statt• Nt>ws "
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SportUght
Justin Burdine,
Monika Gadson
Justin Burdine
and Monika Gad:son are in this
week's Racer

J-. 2(J

MSU85
EKUI8

Sportli~ht.

Burdine, junior
guard from
Savannah, Tenn.,
Qlme off the
bench to lt>ad
Murray Smte in
scoring in their
previous two victories.
In the Racers
Q5·o6 victt1ry over
Eastern Kentuckv
on Saturday, he '
had a career-high
23 point!> nnd four
three-pointers.
Against Austin
Peay Tuesday
night, he had 20
points .md the
game-winning
free throw:> with
30 seconds
remaining in the
76-74 victory.
Gadson, senior
fonvard from
'Birmingham, Ala.,
had a game~high
26 points and 13
rebounds in the
Ladv R.1cers 85-63
loss· to Eastern
:Kentucky on Sa'turday. This was
her eighth doubl~-double of the
season and her
15th straight
~arne to score in
double figures.

Fastfact
1996 was the
first yt~M when aU
four te\lm:> in the
NFL conferenc~:
championship:,
were previous
Super BowJ champion!'i.

Rifle to host Roger Withrow
Invitational this weekend

The Murray State University athletics
department announced the hiring of former Racer rower Jenny Hengehold as
head coach of the women's rowing team.
Hengehold, a native of Edwardsville,
Ill., was the team captain last season. She
was a member of the Student Advisory
Committee and, in 1999, won first place
medals in the women's novice fou r and
novice eight competitions.
Hengehold graduated in December 2000
with a degree in physical educntion and
health. Her first competition as a head
coach will be tomorrow at the Tennessee
Indoor Rowing Championships in Chattanooga, Tenn.

The Murray State rifle team will host
its annual Roger Withrow Invitational
today through Sunday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range beneath Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Racers will host Air Force, Jacksonville State, Ohio State, Mississippi,
Mercer, Kentucky, Centenary, Memphis,
Alabama-Birmingham, Nebraska, Saint
Louis, and Missouri-Kansas City, Tennessee Tech, UT-Martin and Morehead.
Along with these university programs,
Holmes High School in Covington,
Pulaski County High School in Eubank
and Muhlenburgh North High School in
Greenville will participate.

Calloway County standout Ryan
verbally commits to MSU

Hornig earns career highs,
named OVC Rookie of the Week

Tony Ryan, a Calloway County High
School senior, has verbally committed to
<~ttcnd Murray State in the fall. He had
over 2,600 yards of total offense in his
senior season with the Lakers and more
than 5,000 throughout his career.
Ryan is the third quarterback to commit
to the Racers this offseason and because of
the new depth at the position, he may be
looked at primarily for his defensive ability at the safety position.
Hy<m's grandfather is MSU Hall of Fame
ba!'eball co<~ch Johnny Reagan.

Murray State cen ter Andy Hornig,
freshman from Edstein, Germany, was
selected as the Ohio Valley Conference
rookie of the week for his performances
against Morehead and Eastern Kentucky.
Against the Eagles, Hornig recorded a
career-high 17 points and against the
Colonels, he pulled down a career-high
17 rebounds.

Men's Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall
'ITU
5-1
5-1
MSU
4-2
EIU
APSU
4-3
Morehead 3-3
2-3
TSU
2-4
SEMO
2-4
UTM
EKU
0-6

9-6
10-7

11-6
13-6
9-8
5-12
11-7
6-9
6-10

Standings as of Jan. 25

Sports Briefly is compiled by Sam Aguiar,
assistant sports editor.

Men's Basketball
Schedule

Women's Basketball
Standings
ovc Overall

S..turdoy
!'uutht4~t

Ml'OS<Iuri at Mor.hoo\d, 6:30pm.
E••trrn llllnols At E.o•rem Ktotucky, 7 p m.
r.,...... SUI<'" Au••"' r..1• 7·:10 p.m
Itru~~._.M.lrtln •• r.,...,.... T«h. 1:.10
pm.

Tllun<l•y

TIU
6-0
EKU
5-1
SEMO
5-1
APSU
4-3
4-4
MSU
3-3
UTM
TSU
2-5
Morehead 1-5
EIU
0-6

ftn!lfl>- Ted\ at Mor•hr.aJ. 630 p.m.
l.'T··Mortin ot Al•to.m• A&M, 7 p.m.
AutMI\ Pe•y ot Soutlw10t M-ouri, 7 p m.

Standings as of j an. 25

Motld•y

Southea•t M'"10t1rlol f.,,t...,. Kontu<ky.
6:30pm.
5oont Mory'•IMkh.) 01 VT·Mtrlln, 7 p.rll
ru..cby
Murr•y SUtte •t TI'MfOlil'O Sbr., 7 p.m.
CovoNIII Coli~ 11 TfiiiWtOft Teclo, 7 p m.

r..,..,....... Store •• f.Ash'm Ullnois. 7:10pm.

13-4

13-4
10-6
8-10
6-13
5-12
4-12
5-12
4-13

Source: ESPN

AETI AEM EN T

Monbud63
UTM61

Athletics department selects
new women's rowing head coach

IN 5 UAAN ( E

MUTUAl fUNDS

TRU5 T 5 EAVI( E5

EIU 83

SEM071

Ja.ZZ
SEM082

Montslowll63

Ja.D
MSU76

APSU 74

JM.lO
EJ(U 65
MSU&3
laura Deaton!The News

I need the money: whitney Bushart, freshman from Benton,
crawls around the floor at the Regional Special Events C enter blindfolded during a media timeout in Tuesday nigh t's game \'ersus Austin Peaycollecting money as part of Area Bank's .. Dash for Ca sh., promotion.
The promotion is one of many the a thletic depa rtment and RSEC have
been using to keep fans interested dur ing timeouts and make them excited about coming to a Murray State ballga me. Other promotions have
included county nights recognizing residents. students and faculty from
different western Kentucky counties. T he .p romotions could be working,
as attendence has been higher this sem ester tha n last semester.

Women's Basketball
Schedule
S..turdoy
S.•ulhe.L't Mi,;.ourt ~~ \lpro·ho•,o.J, ~ 30 p.m
E.t.tcm lllinol• ot E.o•t•m Kentucly.
.Spm.
Tcni'OC:SM'e Sb~ •t AU1hn ruv. .5·30 p.m
UT-M.trt!n at T~ Trdo, ~ p.m
Mo~t<by

S.:.Utho,.t M....,un •t I'A•wm Kentucky,
430pm

Thurodoy
AU>Im !Wy 11 South~•" Mos,.ourl. 4 JO p,m
Ttmmer Todt 11 E.tsk'm ~lucky,

.,.,p.m.

y.,._ Suco at EHtcrn llllnoi$, 5.1s r m.
UT•M.ortlll at l!clmont. 5-.30 p.m

GreekleqUes

Intramural Basketball
Schedule
Residential Colleps
IAIIat RSEO
M~n

fueo<l•y
R.'S"''ll •·s.Ji•rt. Bp.m
ft.tnk.h.n

\-"So.

\\'hlte, II p..m

fUu!:,c,th ·~ l~r. 10 r m
Cl.ork vs. Richmond, 11 p.m
Thu....Uy
l~o~abelh
Rt,·hmo;rno.l, 8 p.m
I k'>tcr v,, Cl•rlo;, 9 p.m
honLhn w. H.rt. 10 p.m.
R<l\•'nts vs. White, ll p.m.
Women
Moad•y
H.....l<!r '" R<'gl'nt>,fl p rn.
!;hz•~tlt _... Spring-. 7 p m
ll.ora" O.rl, 8 p.m.
l uro<loy
<;l«.rk vo. f.lo.t.obo.'ih, h p.no
R"'!""bw. H•rc.7pm
Springervs 1~8p.m

'>·

IAll at

Rac~r A~l

Mon<ln
Alph.1 C.mm.s Rho vo. LAmbd• Cht I
Alph.t,8p.m
Alph• Tau Om•'ll•' Vt. :itgmo Chi, 'IJ>.m.
1'1 Kan~ Alph• ... $ignw rt, 10 p m.
K.oppo Alpty r.t ''~·A lplw Sigm.a Phi. II
p.m
T-.t.y
AlpN Ormaon Pi \ 1 Sigrrw Sigxn<~ Sigm.s,

7p.m.

.........
UTM88

SEM077

OU71
TJUM
TSU84

JM.D
UTM75
....... 70(0J)

ovc-.

....... .,,_,..,
Q·zploliiiiiPI

lit. TTU 8131
2nd. MSU 8107
3nL UTM5175
4th.Mifa· tsm

5111. APSU 1442

Wodnosd• y
Alph.t TJu Omo g.t "'· AIphd G•mnt.t Rhu,

7p "'·
"1\Jpp• Alrh.> "•· l.tmbd• Clto Alrh•.ll

rm.

t.:.ppo.Aiphl J>.~ ,., s~a.,.

"'· <~ p.m

%=Chin. Alp~ ~gm.al'hl. 10 p.m
Tltu~y

tl.lpt"l Student Unoon vs Alpha G.tmJM
1><1~ 7pm

1 UI 1 I 0 tJ f IN r, IJ l I N G
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Y~ar

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT &EMBROIDERY

tn and year out, employees at education and

research 10stitut10ns have turned to TIAA-CREF.

THE TIAA·CREF
ADVANTAGE

And for good reasons.

• Easy divers1ficat10n among a range of expertly

II

Investment Expertise

managed funds
• A solid history of performance and exceptional

Low Expenses

personal servtce
• A strong commttment to low expenses

Customized
Payment Options

• Plus. a full range of flex1ble retirement 1ncome opt1ons
For decades. riAA·CREF has helped professors and staff
ell

.
h

over 10,000 campuses across the country invest tor-

I

Expert Guidance

and enJoy-~uccessful rettrements
.

Choos1ng your retirement plan provider is simple.

li

,,

_,_

...

Go with the leader· TIAA-CREF

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'

1.800.842.2776
-- -------l

www. tiaa-cref.org

For nlOH! complete information on our SeLurtttes produru. call I 800 842 2733, ext 5509, for pr0$p&luses RPad them carefully before you
mvest • HAt..-CHEF lndtvldudl dod lnslttUttonal Sefll1ces. Inc and reachers Pe~onallnvestors S~rvtces. Inc. dtWtbute securtttes products.
• ledchers fnsuranCt' and Annuoty Assocaatton (IIAA). New York. NY and TIAA-CR£F l1fe Insurance Co. New York. NY Issue onsuranctt and
dnnUitl!.'S • TIAA·CREF Trust Company. fSB pllJ'Iid6 trus.t sen.xes • Investment prodvcts are not FDIC msured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed 0 2001 Teadwn Insurance and Annuity AssoclatiOil College Retirt'tllenl EQUines fund, New York, NY 01102
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Have a Great Semester!

0-'

270-759-4180
Fax: 270-759-1443
P.O Box 993
Murray, KY 42071
Across from

Sparks Hall
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Intramural season to be short, compact Rifle team falls to Tennessee Tech,
Bv JusTIN M cGILL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With Carr Health closed for reno·
vation and the Regional Special
Events Center hosting many activities, the intramural basketball sea·
son, which started Monday, will
only be three weeks long.
"It's going to be a short season
•md a compact season," said Alison
Epperson, director of Intra-Collegiate Sports and Recreation . "We' re
going to be playing until midnight
on many nights."
Forty-eight teams will compete
this season: eight fraternity teams,
four sorority teams, eight residential men's A teams, five residential
men's B teams, six residential women's teams, 15 independent men's
teams and two independent women's teams.
Epperson said she is confident
that moving all the intramural
games to RSEC and Racer Arena
will work out well. ln past years,
the majority of the games were
played at Carr Health.
"The only way the schedule
would be affected is if some freak
thing happened in RSEC and they
had to move men' s and women's
basketball to Racer Arena, " she
said. "We don' t expect any facility
changes that would affect the
schedule."
Epperson attributed the brevity
of the schedule to the limited avail-

ability of RSEC. The men's basketball team has five home games
scheduled during the intramural
season, meaning that RSEC will be
unavailable for intramural play on
lO nights (five for games, five for
practice the night before a game).
A lawn and garden show is
scheduled for feb. 15 in RSEC, forcing the men's and women's teams
to practice in Racer Arena during
that time. Tht• Fin.;t Region High
School Basketball Tournament will
also be played in RSEC in early
March.
Epperson anticipates several
games being • played later than
usual.
"Sometime!' a short compact season is the best," Epperson said.
"With Spring Break, everything
gets so hectic with intramurals in
the spring semester. This way we
can mo\'e along and not make
everybody feel rushed this semester. It's probably going to work to
our advantage this year even
though we don't have the luxury of
having the north and south (Carr
Health) gyms."
Despite Epperson's effort to keep
the intramural season from interfer·
ing with general student recreation,
there may be some conflict in the
use of the recreational facilities.
"Unfortunately, there's really
nothing that we can do and we
apologize for that,'' Epperson said.
Epperson said the difference in

seating arrangements between
Racer Arena and RSEC may have
an effect on the atmosphere accompanying the action.
In RSEC, the bleachers beside the
main floor are retracted during
intramural play. Teams play in the
space where the bleachers usually
sit. But there is little space between
the sidelines and the retracted
bleachers when intramural games
are played.
"I've tried my best to leave Racer
Arena, because of the seating, for
the residential college A gamt.'S and
fraternity games because they usu·
ally draw the biggest crowds,"
Epperson said. ''That's one bad
thing about having to use RSEC,
there's no space for a large amount
of people. Everybody gets cramped
and it's just a bad situation.
"When teams play in Racer
Arena, they get the feel that they're
the main attraction. A lot of people
go to watch and it's a lot of fun . But
all those games will still be good
games to come out and watch."
Regents CoUege, the current
leader among residential college
intramural squads, is expected to
have a strong team and be a legitimate contender for the overall
intramural championship.
"That's the team's goal and my
goal as a coach," said Regents Ath·
letic Director Kyle Rickard. "We
fee l like we have a good chance to
win in all sports."

fails to win OVC title for first time
BY TIM A LSOBROOKS
STAFF WRJT£R

The rifle team returned from the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship without
a first place trophy for the first time since it
was recognized as a conference sport in
1994.
Murray State finished second in the
championship with an aggregate score of
6107, but host Tennessee Tech had an
aggregate of 6131 to give them the title.
Coach Meegan Vasek was proud of the
way the team shot, but she had to tip her
cap to the Golden Eagles.
"Some of our shooters had an off day,
but overall we shot well," Vasek said. "But
let's give credit to Tech. They had two
shooters come away with their best scores
ever so lady luck may have been on their
side."
The only other blemish on the team's
dominance was in 1996 when the Racers
shared the title with Tennessee Tech.
Murray State had the best score in the air
rifle competition with 1533 of 1600 possible
points. But Tech won the OVC title by an
excellent performance in smaUbore, grabbing 4618 out of 4800 points.
"They give trophies in each part so we
won the air rifle, but the aggregate is where
it matters and Tech squeaked by us on
that," Vasek said.
Crystal Kern, senior from Laramie, Wyo.,
shot the best for Murray State. She was
named Most Valuable Shooter in air rifle
with a score of 388 out of 400. Kern also
landed All-OVC honors in air rifle and

AL\X

Special occa!iion? Knock 'em
dead with a new look from •••

smallbore.
Teammate Ann Proctor, senior from Garden City, Mich., joined Kern as All-OVC in
air rifle.
''The seniors stepped up just like they
were supposed to, I just wish we would
haw come away with another OVC title for
them/' Vasek said.
Murray State's Morgan Hicks, freshman
from Roy, Wash., tied with Tech's Maxim
Shub for the best score in smallbore with
1172 of 1200, but Shub got one more bulls·
eye than Hicks to earn Most Valuable
Shooter.
"I did well on two of the three positions
in the smallbore targets," Hicks said. "I
could've done a little better, but I had a
good time so I'm not real disappointed."
This was the rifle team's first competition
since they traveled to Lexington to face
Kentucky on Nov. 5.
"I think we did well considering not getting much practice during Christmas
Break, and some of our shooters had a bad
day," Hicks said. "But don't take anything
away from the performance by Tech, they
shot nearly perfect."
The team will now look forward to the
NCAA Championships. After hosting the
Roger Withrow Invitational this weekend
at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range, the NCAA sec·
tionals will be held at Murray State on Feb.
9 to 11.
"Win or lose, when you enjoy what
you're doing like this you look forward to
big competitions and set your goals high,"
Hicks said. "We are looking forward to sectiona Is just too see what we can do."

www.thenews.org

Christian Sorority Congratulates
the following members for making
the Dean's List:

~-

PftrtU£~

Jennifer Callicoatt
Krista Coomes
Amanda Dawson
Ginny Gottschalk
Tiffany Griggs
Mindy Harrawood

Hair Designs
305 N . 12th. University Square
~53-MIVVE

We would like to Introduce oar newest team
member Russell Boardman. He Isready to
take care of your halrcare needs or pamper
you with a manicure or pedicure.

Cheryl Minter
Christine Myers
Christy Stephe.ns
Jacki Wheatley
Meagan Wright

(]Myr aat!ati&MI to- otu<
f!:
CT . .
I
~ I J et.Oe&'/J J/ltttaL&;.
Krista Coomes
T. c;. Hankins
JV!.ino/0 Harrawood
Halef:1 Hausman
r3rooke Schettko
Cjacki Wheatle0
•

Alpha Delta Chi
Rush Weak

DON'T FEEL LIKE
COOKING TONIGHT?
STOP BY
PEEL'S PUB & SUB
FOR ONE OF THE
BEST SUBS IN
WEST TENNESSEE.

6" Subs $3.23
12" Subs $5.99

VIDEO SUPER STORE

~~For

Your Added Convenience
Movie World Now Has
2 Locations!"

:/k.7 1 4

1\1. I i! t: h !it: •

.JI:Penney Shopping Center

:/k.l\lew Locat:lon at:
Murray Kroger
:/k.Over 700 DVD•

In !it:ockl
Rent any 3

for S7 . 50

(Include• DVD•J
i!-Night Rental

753-7670
\

Mon. Jan. 29
8 p.m.

3rd Floor Curris
Center • Info Meeting

Tues. Jan. 30
8 p.m.

3rd Floor Curris
Center • C.l. Night

Thurs. Feb. 1
8 p.m.

3rd Floor Curris
Center

Fri. Feb. 2

Bid Night

Any questions contact Bethaney at
759·0332

J6

-SAM MuiM
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AU!sfANT' SfOtJS EDrrol
Whoever coined the phrase
•d\iii'IJ ~ must not have
been R!latrbag to Murray State
athletes.
MSU bouled its highest academic results in the to--year period records have been kept W'lth
52 ath1eta earning Dean's List
honois for the faU 2000 semester.
Thie re,preeents 18 percent of
all of the ~thletea. Sbtty-two ath1etes etii'Md a CPA between a 3.0 •
and 3.49, representing 22 percent
of the athlete~.
Ovfall the average studentathlile GPA waa 2.69, the high-estJh ~ hiltory. Bolsterin&~ n\Ubber was the women'& volleyball team, which had
11 .of 13 members eam a 3.0 or
greater and had an overaU 3.33
GPA.
Other 1porta with a GPA
above a 2.5 included women's
golf, 3.31; women's tntk, 3.12;
women's teMis, 3.11; rifle and

aoc:cer, 3.04; rowing, 2.93; men's
track, 2.82; men's tennis, 2.68;
men's pit 2.61; baleball, 2.60;
anct women's baketbaa 2.58.

letes,. Assistant "~
tor" Margaret Simmons .aid.
"When grades come m. theN are
always teams fighting to see the
results. Different teams, like
women's bleblball and basebiD;
strive to do better than the odwt."
In the faD, Mu:mly State iqtleomented a new poliCy under
which aU athletes receive a set ol
requilem1ftts. If ~
fail to make thele ~
they have to att.d ~ 5'.30 ._....
study haD with their mach Qft
Thursday mor,ninp. Thi& hu.
moti\ia~ the students to do their
work.
"' really think that the new
rules and regulaticn have helped
the athletes," Simmons satcl.
"One of the NqUirements is to
attend tutoring, and we were
ludty to have really helpful an&
persOnable tutors."
The athletics d~
would not release the ovarall
GPAs for the football and men'$
basketball teams upon SrieDI
requests. All requests were~
ed to Athletics Director E.W. Den~ who Wll in Ca1ifomia for
an NCAA~ meeting.

II
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10" - 800 Watts
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New Stock Arriving Daily
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Baltimore Ravens will win
defensive battle on Sunday
Analysis

Just like the old Miami Dolphin
defense, Sunday's game could be
called the "No-Name" Super Bowl. In
the past, we have been lucky enough
to see famous individuals like Bart
Starr, Joe Montana and John Elway
lead their teams to victory. Even last
year Kurt Wa rner emerged as a
household name after winning the
league and Super Bowl MVP.
But the Baltimore Ravens and the
N ew York Giants do not have the luxury of possessing any superstars.
Because of this, Super Bowl XXXV has
become reminiscent of this year's Subway Series between the Yankees and
Mets, with no one caring about this
championship, except for the fans of
each team.
Even Tuesday's Media Day lacked
hyp e for the game with talk of Ray
Lewis's murde r trial a nd Kerry
Collins's alcoholism stealin g the
show.
Even with the lack of notorie ty and
fame between the teams, many individuals will still watch the game.
After all, it is still one of the only
excuses for men to get together in
their inflatable chairs, drink beer and
be away from their wives.
And the women, who are cloaked in
boredom, can pre tend to watch the
game while secretly waiting for the
commercials, halftime with N'Sync
and the debut of "Survivor II."
Although there are many absences

SAM
' AGUIAR
" IT W ILL BE
THE CLOSEST
SUPER BOWL IN
HISTORY AND
BECAUSE OF
THE RAVENS'
RECENT
HISTORY OF
PUNISHING
QUARTERBACKS,
MURRAY
STATE'S OWN
M IKE CHERRY
WILL COMPLETE
THE C ONTEST
FOR THE
GIANTS."

THE PICKS
logos by w\'.w.superbowl.com
Robert Pieroni/The News

from this contest, those who actually
pay attention to the game will be in
for a treat. Neither team has big name
celebrities, but they do have hardnosed defenses that enjoy to hit.
The Ravens set an NFL record this
season, allowing only 166 points, during the regular season. The Giants
boast Jesse Armstead and Michael
Strahan, two of the most dominant
defensive forces in the league.
In the NFC Championship, the
Giants proved themselves worthy of a
trip to the Super Bowl with a 41 -0
shellacking of the Vikings.
The Ravens route was a little
rougher with a hard-fought 16-3 victory over Oakland. With this win,
along with a difficult 24-10 triumph
over the Titans in the divis ion playoffs, the Ravens have learned to win
the close game.
For this reason, Lewis' first quarter
sack of Collins in the end zone will
prove to be aU the points the Ravens
need in a 2-0 Super Bowl XXXV victory.
It will be the closest Super Bowl in
history and because of the Ravens'
recent history of punishing quarterbacks, Murray State's own Mike Cherry will complete the contest for the
Giants.

Tiki Barber will
give the Ravens
problems with his
ability to run and
go in motion
to the slot.
Collins will
throw a TO
pass to Barber.
guarded
by
Ray Lewis, to
win the game
at the end.

Trent Dilfer will
not be able to
ride the coattails of the
Ba l t i more
defense
Sunday. Kerry
Collins
will
find a way for
N.Y. to win.

BAL
9

BAL
13

There's no
obvious choice
for a clear win
this year. but
the
Giants
won' t let the
Ravens
gel
much offense
past them.

Ray Lewis will
sack
Kerry
Collins m the
endzone for the
only score of
the game. Baltimore will knock
out the Giants
to p two quarterbacks, and Mike
Cherry
will
complete
the
game for the
Giants.

Sam Aguiar is the assistant sports editor
for "Tile Murray State News."

The Ravens will
finall y
breakthrough
for
some offense
and the Giants
will find the
Raven defense
just too much
to handle.

BAL
14

BAL
20
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PART-TIME WORK
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LIFE TIME BENEFITS

~Bank

How BankingShould Be

P.O. Box 1300
405 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

"Sugar & Spice"

(270) 753· 5626
Fax: (270)759-3777

(PG-13)
.._,.. ...(..,..,.t, .......

(PG-13)

*FREE TUITION
*$ 8000 BONUS
*Officer Programs
Positions Available
Military Polic e, Intelligence, Aviation Mechanics,
Electronics, Special Forces. etc.

1-800-G.O-GUARD
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the right parts from

:

-

II

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

........
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,.
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"Finding Forrester" ::::
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CHERRY:

Giants. It was against the Kansas City
Chiefs on Dec. 20,1998, when he ran out
the clock and threw an incomplete pass
to Brian Alford. He also ran out tl1e
clock his rookie year against the Arizona
Cardinals on Oct. 12, 1997, but did not
attempt a pass. Most of Cherry's action
has taken place during the Giants preseason games the last four years.
Before this season, Cherry was a
restricted free agent. He said the Chicago Bears, Dallas Cowboys, Philadelphia
Eagles and Cincinnati Bengals made
some preliminary offers, but he opted to
sign a one-year extension with the
Giants.
Despite not moving from his spot as
the team's No.3 quarterback the last
four seasons, he said he wants to remain
with the Giants and has grown fond of
the team and its players.
"My opportunity to go up the depth
chart has not come yet, but if the Giants
and I can come to terms, I really want to
stay here," Cherry said. "Most of my
action has come in prc~eason games the
last four years, but I think the GianL<;
know I want a chance at some point to

move up the depth chart. I've really
developed a lot of relationships with all
of the players here, and this has become
our home. For right now, I want to
remain a New York Giant."
Cherry said he does keep track of
what happens with Murray State athletics, particularly football, through several
sources.
"I talk to a lot of friends in Murray,
including Donnie Winchester, who I talk
to once a week," Cherry said. ''I also
subscribe to the "Racer Insider" and
watch the ticker on ESPN on Saturdays.
I want to keep track of what is happening at my alma mater and do the best I ·
can for them here."
Three Racer football players from the
2000 season were on the 1996 roster for
Cherry's final season: safety Beau
Guest, senior from La Grange; placekicker Greg Miller, senior from Murray;
and linebacker Jai Williams, senior from
Eldorado, Ark.
Williams said Cherry is one of the best
quarterbacks he has ever played with or
against.
"He has a great ability to read the

defense, has a pure natural arm and he
can throw the ball with SE."emingly no
effort at all," Williams said. ''He was
also a cool guy off the field. Every time
he saw me, he always asked how I was
adjusting to college life, which I really
thought was cool, since l was on the
scout team at that time."
"He's a competitor, he'll do whatever
it takes to win," Guest, who was a
receiver with Cherry in 1996, said. "The
guys looked up to him. He wants to
make every game that pcrft>ct game. He
has the winner's edge."
Cherry said. Fassel will keep the
Giants focused on their ultimate goal of
a Super Bowl ring, despite the numerous, tempting distractions in Tampa.
"Coach Fassel has done a heck of~a job
preparing for the hype of this game,"
Cherry said. "The philosophy he has
taken for this game is to prepare like a
regular game week, and not give us time
to get caught up in the distractions of
this game."
The Super Bowl will be televised Sunday at 5 p.m. on CBS.

"They should have at least knocked,"
::>he said. "I just got o ut of the sh ower and
he opened the door. Now I keep it
locked."
Haney said Charter Communications
asks the crews to respect the living area of
the students and he will deal accordingly
with any situation that is brought to his
attention. He cited a picture frame that
was damaged by the workers and
replaced soon after.
'That's a tough thing to kind of coexist
with," he said. "The students are there to
live, work and study, and then you've got
our workers who are on a mission to get
that work done."
Brad Pratt, who was working on wiring
Regents on Tuesday, said the crews vacuum the floor when they leave a room.
Working in the residential colleges pre-

sents more difficulties than a house.
"Usually in a house, you have more
room," he said. "People don't have
everything crammed in a comer.''
Hulick said o ld cable lines were more
than 25 years old and they couldn't handle the current cable television systems.
She said the short-term inconvenience
will also provide improved Internet connections.
"Once it is up and running, they just
pop on (the Internet)," she said. "We just
wanted something that was reliable. By
doing this, we're going to free up our
phone lines."
Crews have been working in the residential colleges since the summer, when
most of the work in the low rises was
completed.

GAS:

was not much the administration can do
to conserve gas.
"In terms of conservation measures,
we have not cut the thermostats down
because they are kept at minimal temperatures anyway," Yeatts said. "In the
dorms, people are going to try to achieve
a level of comfort. We will not demand
that single dorm rooms turn down their
heat."
Yeatts said he docs hope students are
aware of the prices and will use common
sense and not do things such as blasting
the heat with the windows wide open.
Leet labeled the recently high prices
for natural gas as "historic," but it seems
the worst may be finished. He said the
current price of gas for February will be
$6.90 per thousand cubic feet. but the
rates change daily.

: From Page 1
• second consecutive home loss after start• ing the season 8-3.
"Coach Fassel really took the bull by
: the horns by stepping in and stopping
· all of the second guessing directed to the
players," Cherry said. "He had enough
· guts to completely take the pressure off
the players, stop the second guessing the
media was directing at the players and
put it on himself and the rest of the
coaching staff."
Cherry said the Giants responded and
played progressively better in wins over
Washington and Dallas to secure a playoff berth. He said their NFC Championship victory over Minnesota was their
best game of the year.
The Giants defense and offense had
been feuding the past few seasons, as
the defensE.> felt the offense was not

Hulick: New lines
will upgrade services
From Page 1
"Most of the students have been very
understanding,:' Hulick said. "We've
tried to be responsive to those (concerns)
and just move on."
Hulick said when the contractors were
in Elizabeth College, they accidentally
knocked over a fish tank, but replaced it
within two days.
Kim Conkright, freshman from New
Concord, said a worker entered her room
just after she got out of the shower. She
screamed and the man left, she said.
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doing its part to help the team win. The
Giants missed the playoffs the previous
two seasons.
Cherry said Fassel tried to defuse the
situation before the season began, sending the players, coaches and their significant others on a long dinner cruise on
the Atlantic Ocean. Fassel also organizE."d a charity golf tournament with the
players. Cherry said the point of the
efforts was to get the coaches and players to interact in situations other than
practice or games.
The Giants have seen different starting
and backup quarterbacks each of the last
four seasons, which did not help with
team success or unity. Cherry said the
addition of starter Kerry Collins and No.
2 quarterback Jason Garrett has helped
stabilize the offense.
"I've learned a lot since I've been
here," Cherry said. "Kerry, Jason and
myself have developed a tremendous
relationship and a great rapport with
each other."
Cherry's career NFL stat sheet is not
long, as he has thrown one regular season pass in his four seasons with the

Former Racer keeps
track of alma mater

CABLE:

The Murray State News

Yeatts said gas
conservation difficult
From Page 1
degrees at night to around 68 o r 69
degrees duting the day," Pitt said.
Leet said this was a good conservation
technique because every degree the thermostat is turned down cuts 4 percent off
the cost of heating. He also said students
could conserve heat by putting heavy
curtains over the windows, but acknowledged that it's difficult for students renting a house to make those kind of
changes.
As for the University, Yeatts said there

UniversitY Barber Shop
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Barber/Stylist:

•Sharon Ingrum •Brian Ingrum .Cindy Garland

New Tanning Beds:

--

By appointment only •1 0¢ a minute
Open Tue. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m .~ 12 p.m.
Located on 16th and Main •753-1953
Ask about haircut cards!

Usa suiterowner, stylist
Tonya West- Stylist
Ton.ia McFadden- Stylist
susan Suiter- Manicurist

Call for an appointment :

SPRING CAREER FAIRS 2001

Thursday, February 1 - Summer Job Fair
Thursday, February 20 - Business/Industry
ednesday, February 21 - Health/Human Servi

Wednesday, March 7 - AG Career Fair
Tuesday, April 17 -.Teacher Career Fair
Check the web site for a continuous listing
of participants at:
http:/I campus .murraystate.edu/ services/ careerservices/ careerfair.htm

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

~~~es
""

*

210 Ordway Hall
Murray, KY 42071

,

,

753·9942

Monda~

- Free Pool All Nii!ht Loni!
HIPPY Hour • $1 BEER
WednesdaY Nitbt
$1 BEER
Mon.-Sat. 5-1 P.m.
Pizza. BBQ. Pool. Bi2 Screen TV

641 In Purvear. TN
( V01J 247 -581 3

Congratulations
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Re'Nita Avery
Sara Bailey
Daniel Ballard
Maria Brock
Whitney Coleman
Brach Crider
Scott Danner
Wendy Davis
Rebecca Francis
Tiffany Freeman
Stephen Gardner
Leann Gray
Courtney Griffiths
Billy Hansen
Julie Janes
Casey Jenkins
Ginny Jones
Brett Keohan

Kristin King
Chris Lawrence
John McGehee
Stephanie Minix
Kim Morris
Ashley Olsen
Josie O'Rourke
Kelli Petermeyer
Carin Peterson
Chad Price
Renea Renfroe
Josh Rose
Jill Speicher
Sally Teague
Faith Terry
Drew Thompson
Ellen Yonts

